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Chapter 1
Introduction
Moore’s Law1 has a profound impact on the semiconductor industry and the pro-cessor development. The downscaling of the manufacturing size of transistors
has resulted in faster, smaller and more efficient transistors, which has created contin-
uing increase of transistor budgets for designers to realize higher performance proces-
sors. In the past, taking the advantage of the new generation of advanced transistors,
the designers had been respecting the Dennard’s scaling [DGR+74]2 to improve the
performance of uni-processors (single-thread) by increasing the clock frequency to
speed up uni-processors’ computations and by taking more transistors to realize more
efficient micro-architectures, such as superscalar, superpipeline, branch prediction
and so on. However, this situation came to an end around 2005-2007 [Boh07] because
the further increase of the clock frequency caused exponential power consumption in-
crease, while at the same time, the cooling technology did not scale exponentially to
handle the temperature rise on the chip. As a consequence, the further increase of the
clock frequency causes severe power dissipation problems and becomes impractical
on a chip. Furthermore, the more advanced, but more complex micro-architectures
will consumemore power, which makes it difficult to further improve the performance
of the uni-processors. As a result, system designers transfer their attention to build
multi/many-core System-on-Chips (SoCs). Instead of using a huge and complex uni-
processor, designers use a multi/many-core processor containing multiple, relatively
simple processing elements (processing cores) to increase the performance with rea-
sonable power consumption. In such a system, the performance almost linearly scales
with the number of processing elements [Bor07]. Thus, without the need for scaling
1Moore’s law is the observation that the number of transistors in a dense integrated circuit doubles
about every two years (or 18 months).
2Dennard Scaling postulated that as transistors get smaller their power density stays constant, so that
the power use stays in proportion with area. This allowed CPU manufacturers to raise clock frequencies
from one generation to the next without significantly increasing the overall circuit power consumption.
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up the frequency, performance improvements in many-core processors can be gained
by simply increasing the number of processing elements.
At the beginning of the multi/many-core systems’ development, bus-based com-
munication infrastructures [HHS+00] ware used to support the communication be-
tween a few processing elements. However, as many-core systems constantly in-
crease the number of processing elements to gain higher performance, the traditional
bus-based communication infrastructure cannot meet the communication demands of
large many-core systems. First, as a single centralized and shared infrastructure, a
bus does not support parallel communication between multiple processing elements.
The processing elements have to access the bus one at a time, which results in a very
limited communication bandwidth. Furthermore, with the downscaling of the man-
ufacturing size of transistors, the parasitic capacitance and signal propagation delay
on the wires become significant, which results in that the wires delay becomes higher
than the gate delay. Thus, the global wires on a bus have to operate at a much lower
frequency than the processing elements. As a consequence, the communication over a
bus has a significant delay. Finally, there is a significant amount of capacitance on the
global wires, which causes high power consumption. The aforementioned drawbacks
of low bandwidth, high wire delay, and high power consumption result in poor scala-
bility of bus-based communication infrastructures. As a consequence, the bus-based
communication infrastructures cannot efficiently support the communication between
the processing elements of large-scale many-core systems.
In order to overcome the aforementioned drawbacks, researchers [DT01, HJK+00,
BDM02] inspired by the concepts of off-chip networks have proposed the idea of
Network-on-Chip (NoCs). In contrast to the conventional bus, NoCs utilize a dis-
tributed communication infrastructure. Routers as intermediate nodes are arranged on
a particular topology and connected by short wires. The processing elements access
the NoC though their own network interfaces without the need of any global controller.
Thus, the processing elements can independently access the NoC. In other words, the
NoCs support parallel communication, which not only enormously increases the com-
munication bandwidth, but also significantly reduces the communication latency. In
addition, without long global wires, the shorter wires in a NoC cause much less power
consumption and much lower delay. Thus, it is possible to achieve a high frequency
communication operation in a NoC. Moreover, a processing element uses the network
interface to access the NoC, which completely separates the communication on the
NoC and the computation on the processing elements. Thus, when designers develop
a new chip, they could simply replace the processing elements and do not need to
redesign the NoC. Such high reusability of NoCs is an attractive property for the SoC
industry, which experiences a high Time-to-Market pressure. Based on the afore-
mentioned advantages, NoCs become a promising communication fabric for future
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Chip NoC Topology Technology Frequency VC setting Power Consumption
Intel 80-tile [HVS+07] 8× 10Mesh 65 nm 1.7 ∼ 5 GHz 2 16-flit VCs 28% (4 GHz)
SCCC [HDH+10, SJJ+11] 4× 6Mesh 45 nm 2 GHz 8 4-flit VCs 10% (1 GHz), 5% (250MHz)
TRIPS [GKS+07] 4× 10, 5× 5Mesh 130nm 336 MHz 4 2-flit VCs, 1 4-flit VC -
SCORPIO [DCS+14] 6× 6Mesh 45 nm 833 MHz 4 1-flit VCs, 2 3-flit VCs 19%
Title-64 [BEA+08] 8× 8 90 nm 750 MHz - -
RAW [TKM+02, KTMW03] 4× 4Mesh 0.15um 420 MHz 4 4-flit VCs 36%
Table 1.1: NoCs on real chips.
large-scale many-core systems.
1.1 Design Trends in Network-on-Chip
Even though the idea of NoCs comes from the off-chip networks, the design con-
straints on the chip are different from the off-chip. For example, NoCs are power
and hardware limited while networks off chip are often pin-bandwidth limited. Such
different design constraints result in the NoCs forming their own design trends.
1.1.1 Low Power Consumption
The power consumption is a critical design constraint on a chip. Even though NoCs
consume relatively lower power than the conventional bus-based communication in-
frastructures in large-scale many-core systems, the NoCs power consumption is still
the major factor limiting the design and utilization of NoCs. Let us consider some
NoCs implemented on real chips and shown in Table 1.1. Most of the NoCs con-
sume significant power on the chip. For example, the NoC in the Intel’s 80-tile
chip [HVS+07] consumes 28% of the total power of the whole chip under 65 nm
technology. Even, with the more power-efficient technology of 45 nm, the NoCs in
SCCC [HDH+10, SJJ+11] and SCORPIO [DCS+14] consume 10% and 19% of the
total power of the chip, respectively. Furthermore, with the NoC size increasing to
connect more processing elements, the NoCs will consume much more power. Ac-
cording to the prediction in [Bor07], the power consumption of a NoC will reach 100
watts when the NoC size further increases to connect 1000 cores. Such high power
consumption is unacceptable for the future many-core systems and will become the
major factor limiting the utilization of a NoC. Therefore, it is critical and necessary
to reduce the power consumption of NoCs.
The power/energy consumption of NoCs can be reduced in different ways. A
straightforward way is to simplify the NoCs structure. For example, the complex
crossbar in a router can be simplified into a few gates [BKA10, ZML+16] or the
buffers in routers can be eliminated [MM09, LSMJ16]. By simplifying the NoCs
structure, the NoCs need less hardware and consume less power. However, simpli-
3
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fying the NoCs structure may cause other problems, such as only very limited power
reduction [BKA10], poor throughput [MM09], losing packets [LSMJ16], etc.
Applying low power technologies on a NoC is another, more effective way to re-
duce the NoCs’ power consumption. In a NoC with dynamic voltage and frequency
scaling (DVFS), when the workload is low, the voltage-frequency (V/F) regulators let
the routers work at a low voltage to reduce the power consumption. As the V/F regu-
lators consume extra power, it is necessary to trade off between the power reduction
and the extra power consumption caused by the V/F regulators. In practice, to use
fewer V/F regulators to avoid the extra power consumption of the V/F regulators, a
group of routers [YL16, LY18] or all the routers [BJS+14] share one V/F regulators.
Compared with the aforementioned DVFS technique, the implementation of power
gating on a NoC is much simpler and low cost power reduction technique. Power
gating can be more flexibly applied on a NoC at different granularities. For exam-
ple, in fine-grained power gating approaches, each component of a router [MKI+10]
can be separately powered off. In course-grained power gating approaches, an entire
router [WDLW17] or a group of routers [DNSD13] can be powered off by the same
power gating controller. Furthermore, as NoCs have the characteristics of a distributed
structure, a naturally unbalanced traffic workload, and a low average injection traffic
rate, the static power consumption takes a high proportion of the total power con-
sumption. Thus, power gating is an applicable and effective way to reduce the static
power consumption of a NoC.
1.1.2 Low Latency
The network latency of a NoC has a significant impact on the system performance.
For example, NoCs on general purpose processors should have a low network latency
to realize the cache coherence protocol, which needs a low latency communication to
synchronize the data located at different places in a very short time.
Many approaches are widely used to reduce the network latency. One approach is
to reduce the blocking/stall or congestion, by using multiple virtual channels to reduce
the Head-of-Line blocking [DT04] or by using efficient flow control to reduce the
traffic congestion in a NoC [OM06, vdBCGB07]. As the packets need to go through
multiple routers in order to reach their destinations, the pipeline stages of routers have
a significant impact on the network latency. Thus, reducing the pipeline stages of
routers in a NoC is necessary and is also widely used to reduce the network latency,
such as in the look-ahead routing [Gal97] and in the speculative routing [PD01]. In
some state-of-the-art router designs [KKS+07, MKAY09], the router pipeline can be
aggressively reduced to only one stage.
Bypass-based approaches are also widely used to achieve a low network latency.
The bypass paths in these approaches can be physical or virtual. The implementation
4
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of physical bypass paths [MPK07, HY13] can be more efficient to reduce the network
latency, but it needs more wires and complex routers, which causes more area and
power overhead. In contrast, virtual bypass paths in NoCs, such as the express vir-
tual channel [KPKJ07, KKC+08], do not need extra physical wires, so they do not
cause such high area and power overhead, but the efficiency is lower. Recently, some
researches show that, by adding asynchronous repeaters to reduce the wire delay, the
wires on the chip can transfer packets to go through a long distance in a short time
(under 45 nm manufacturing size, the packet can go up to 16mm in 1ns). Taking this
advantage of such high speed wires, some bypass paths [CPK+13, KCKP13, CJ16]
can be dynamically built, without the need of extra physical or virtual bypass paths,
by reserving the existing wires between routers for a short time to dynamically build
bypass paths.
1.1.3 Advanced Quality of Service
Quality-of-Service (QoS) is a strategy for allocating resources according to some ser-
vice policies or purposes. Future NoCs will be expected to provide advanced QoS due
to the growing popularity of service consolidation and real-time demands of SoCs.
At the system level, SoCs grow in complexity with an increasing variety of appli-
cations integrated on a single chip. One important branch of these applications is the
hard real-time applications, in which the tasks must be finished before their deadline.
Before executing a hard real-time application in a system, the functional and temporal
behavior of such application should be verified. This verification process cannot be
done on the application in isolation, because when multiple applications are simulta-
neously executed on a NoC-based many-core system, the communication interference
on the NoC may influence the temporal behavior of the applications. In order to accu-
rately verify the temporal behavior, the communication interference on the NoC must
be considered. However, there aremany possible combinations of simultaneously run-
ning applications and the communication interference is quit complex, which makes
the verification process challenging. In order to facilitate this verification process,
the NoCs should support composability, in which the communication (packet trans-
mission) of different applications is completely isolated and cannot affect each other.
Thus, the temporal behavior of applications will not be influenced by the communi-
cation interference on NoCs.
The circuit switching3 is an effective way to achieve the aforementioned com-
posability in a NoC. By reserving a routing path between the source router and the
destination router, the packet transmission is completely isolated and there is no in-
3Circuit switching is a connection-oriented network switching technique. Here, a dedicated route is
established between the source and the destination and the entire message/packet is transferred through
it.
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terference or contention between packets. Thus, there is no communication interfer-
ence between different applications. In NoCs, the circuit switching can be imple-
mented in different ways, such as time-division-multiplexed (TDM) circuit switch-
ing [GDR05, SMG14, GH10] or virtual TDM circuit switching [MNTJ04] (there are
multiple virtual channels in the routers). The circuit switching avoids the packet inter-
ference but results in low bandwidth utilization and poor scalability. Compared with
the circuit switching, a confined-interference communication [WGO+13, P+16] can
more efficiently utilize the bandwidth. In the confined-interference communication,
the packets of different applications are grouped into different domains and interfer-
ence can occur only in the same domain, while there is no interference between do-
mains. Thus, the packets in one domain have no influence on the transmission time of
the packets in other domains. By supporting confined-interference communication,
some composability support in a NoC can be realized in relatively simpler and easier
way.
1.2 Contradictions between Design Trends
We have briefly introduced some NoC design trends in Section 1.1. However, there
are a few notable contradictions between the design trend for low power consumption
and the design trends for the low network latency and advanced QoS.
• Low power consumption VS low network latency
To achieve low communication latency, NoCs need a certain amount of hard-
ware to implement highly efficient communication infrastructure, such asmulti-
ple virtual channels to reduce the Head-of-Line blocking, a deep virtual channel
to hide the credit-round trip delay, or the physical/virtual bypass paths to reduce
the network latency. However, this hardware consumes significant power. If ag-
gressively using a complex hardware structure to reduce the network latency,
the power consumption of NoCs may sharply increase. On the other hand, if
aggressively simplifying the NoC hardware structure to reduce the power con-
sumption, the network latency may significantly increase. Moreover, in order
to reduce the power consumption, low power techniques are applied on NoCs,
such as DVFS and power gating. These low power techniques are effective in
reducing the power consumption of NoCs, but this reduction is at the cost of
increasing the network latency. Thus, to achieve low power consumption, the
efficiency of the NoC may be undermined, which results in the network latency
increase.
• Low power consumption VS advanced QoS
6
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Typically, in order to achieve a certain QoS onNoCs, more hardware is required,
which further increases the power consumption of a NoC. For example, in order
to achieve a confined-interference communication [WGO+13], a NoC needs a
large number of virtual channles in routers. This high hardware overhead in a
NoC further increases the power consumption of the NoC. Furthermore, recent
research [ZCPP15] shows that the routers in a NoC are potential hotspots on the
chip. Thus, it becomes impractical to further increase the hardware overhead
of routers to support QoS.
The aforementioned contradictions severely prevent the utilization of NoCs in fu-
ture large-scale many-core systems. Thus, it becomes crucial to resolve these contra-
dictions in a waywhich enables efficient untilization of NoCs in such futuremany-core
systems.
1.3 Problem Statement
As discussed in Section 1.2, the high power consumption of a NoC constraints the uti-
lization of NoCs in future large-scale many-core systems. Meanwhile, with more ad-
vanced semiconductor technologies, chips canwork at lower voltages, which is helpful
to achieve more energy-efficient many-core systems, but this also results in the static
power consumption taking larger proportion of the total power consumption [BS00].
Thus, in this thesis, we focus our attention on reducing the static power consumption
of NoCs in two directions: applying efficient power gating on NoCs to reduce the
static power consumption and realizing a confined-interference communication on a
simplified NoC infrastructure to achieve energy-efficient packet transmission.
1.3.1 Problem 1
Power gating is a promising low power technique to reduce the high static power con-
sumption of the NoCs by powering off idle components that are not used. In a NoC,
power gating can be flexibly applied at different granularities. In fine-grained power
gating schemes, power gating can be separately applied on the components of a router,
such as input ports, the crossbar, and the allocation unit. In course-grained power gat-
ing schemes, power gating can be applied on the whole router or a group of routers.
When the components/routers are not used, the power of these components/routers is
switched off to reduce the static power consumption. When the powered-off compo-
nents/routers will be used to transfer packets, the power of these powered-off com-
ponents/routers is switched on, but these components/routers cannot be immediately
used because they have to be fully charged. This charging process is called the wakeup
process. The extra clock cycles needed to charge the powered-off components is called
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wakeup delay, which is about 6-12 clock cycles [CZPP15] in practice. The wakeup
process blocks a routing path for a while. The packets have to be blocked until the
powered-off components/routers are fully charged, which causes some packet latency
increase. In addition, under a low traffic workload, a packet has high probability to
experience multiple wakeup processes and accumulate large wakeup delay. As a con-
sequence, the power gating causes significant packet latency increase. Furthermore,
the power gating process itself consumes extra power. As a consequence, frequent
power gating or power gating in a short time may cause more power consumption or
inefficient power consumption reduction. Therefore, the challenge for applying power
gating on NoCs is:
Problem 1: How to reduce the packet latency increase caused by power gating
and achieve significant reduction of the power consumption?
1.3.2 Problem 2
As discussed in Section 1.1.3, a confined-interference communication is a promis-
ing QoS to meet real-time demands of SoCs. In a confined-interference communica-
tion, the communication interference is limited to the same domain, and there is no
communication interference between different domains. By supporting a confined-
interference communication, the NoCs support composability to facilitate the tempo-
ral verification of hard real-time applications. Furthermore, compared with the circuit
switching, the confined-interference communication can better utilize the bandwidth
of a NoC. However, realizing a confined-interference communication on a conven-
tional (virtual channel/buffer based) NoC [WGO+13, P+16] requires a large number
of virtual channels, which causes sharp power consumption increase. Therefore, there
is an urgent need for realizing the confined-interference communication on a more
power-efficient NoC architecture.
Simplified NoC architectures can be effective in reducing the power consumption.
Bufferless NoCs [MM09, FCM11, LSMJ16] are one of themost power-efficient NoCs.
By eliminating virtual channels/buffers in routers, the bufferless NoCs consume much
less power than the conventional NoCs. However, as there are no buffers in buffer-
less NoCs to temporarily hold packets, packets have to keep moving, which makes it
more difficult to control the interference between packets. As a consequence, current
bufferless NoCs do not support a confined-interference communication. Therefore, it
is attractive and promising, to exploit the advantage of the low power consumption of
bufferless NoCs and to try to realize a confined-interference communication. So, the
challenge is:
Problem2: How to realize a confined-interference communication on a buffer-
less NoC?
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Figure 1.1: Contributions outline.
1.4 Contributions of The Thesis
By addressing the research problems formulated in Section 1.3, in this section, we
summarize the research contributions as shown in Figure 1.1. To address Problem
1, described in Section 1.3.1, we propose three novel power gating approaches: duty
buffer based (DB-based) power gating, dynamic bypass (D-bypass) power gating, and
express virtual channel based (EVC-based) power gating. These three power gating
approaches can significantly reduce the power consumption of NoCs and are effective
in reducing the packet latency increase caused by power gating. In addition, with
different properties, they have their own advantages. As a fine-grained power gating
approach, our DB-based power gating approach can fully utilize the idle time of each
input port in a router to reduce the static power consumption. Thus, our DB-based
power gating approach is effective in reducing the power consumption of a NoC in
a wider range of traffic workloads. The D-bypass power gating approach and the
EVC-based power gating approach allow packets to bypass the powered-off routers
without the need of experiencing the wakeup processes introduced in Section 1.3.1.
Thus, they are more effective in reducing the packet latency increase caused by power
gating and have less performance penalty. In addition, the EVC-based power gating
approach allows packets to bypass powered-on routers as well to reduce the dynamic
power consumption. Thus, at high workloads, the EVC-based power gating approach
consumes less power than the D-bypass power gating approach. However, the EVC-
based power gating approach may cause unfair allocation of the network resources,
which may result in more performance penalty.
To address Problem 2, described in Section 1.3.2, we propose a novel routing
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approach called Surfing on a Bufferless NoC (Surf-Bless), which achieves an energy-
efficient confined-interference communication by taking advantage of the low power
consumption of a bufferless NoC.
The specific novel contributions of the thesis are the following:
Contribution 1: Duty buffer based (DB-based) power gating approach
In this contribution, presented in Chapter 3, first, we propose a novel hardware
structure, called duty buffer (DB), which can be used to replace any virtual channel
in an input port. Then, taking advantage of our novel duty buffer, we propose a novel
fine-grained power gating approach, called DB-based power gating approach. In our
DB-based power gating approach, each input port of a router can be independently
powered off to reduce the static power consumption. As the virtual channels in input
ports are the main consumer of the static power in a NoC, our DB-based power gating
approach is very effective in reducing the power consumption. Moreover, by using
the duty buffer to replace the powered-off virtual channels, even when the input ports
are powered-off, a router still keeps certain transmission ability to transfer packets.
Thus, the packet can avoid as much as possible to be blocked by the powered-off input
ports, and the packet latency increase caused by the power gating is reduced. Finally,
by experiments in comparison with the related works [MKWA08, ZOG+15], our DB-
based power gating approach achieves comparable power reduction. Moreover, our
approach is more effective in reducing the packet latency increase caused by the power
gating.
However, being a fine-grained power gating approach, our DB-based power gating
needs to separately switch the power of each input port in a router. Thus, some times
packets may experience more power gating processes, which may result in a lot extra
packet latency increase.
Contribution 2: Dynamic bypass (D-bypass) power gating approach
In order to overcome the aforementioned drawback of the DB-based power gat-
ing, we propose the Dynamic bypass (D-bypass) power gating approach, presented in
Chapter 4, which is a course-grained power gating approach. First, we apply power
gating on each router and add one special hardware bypass structure in each router,
which allows a packet to bypass a powered-off router from any input port to any out-
put port at a time. Then, we propose a reservation mechanism to dynamically allo-
cate the use of the special hardware bypass structure in a router. Thus, by dynami-
cally reserving this hardware bypass structure in the powered-off router, packets can
bypass the powered-off router more flexibly than in the related approaches [CP12,
FTKH16, BHW+17, ZL18]. In our D-bypass power gating approach, as the packet
can go through the powered-off routers, some packets do not need to experience the
wakeup process and wait for the powered-off routers to be fully charged. Thus, the
packet latency increase caused by the power gating is reduced. Furthermore, without
10
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frequent interruption of powering on the powered-off routers, routers have more idle
time to stay powered-off to reduce the static power consumption and have less power
consumption overhead caused by the power gating. Finally, by experiments, we show
that our D-bypass approach can efficiently reduce the power consumption. Moreover,
compared with other related approaches [MKWA08, CP12, WNWS17, ZL18], our
D-bypass approach has less performance penalty than the related approaches and the
DB-based power gating approach.
However, just like most of the course-grained power gating approaches, our D-
bypass power gating approach cannot fully utilize the idle time of each component in
a router. When the traffic workload is high, most of the routers in a NoC become busy
and cannot be powered off to reduce the static power consumption. As a consequence,
our D-bypass power gating approach is effective in reducing the power consumption
only at low traffic workloads.
Contribution 3: Express virtual channel based (EVC-based) power gating
approach
To overcome the aforementioned drawback of the D-bypass power gating ap-
proach, we propose the express virtual channel based (EVC-based) power gating ap-
proach, presented in Chapter 5. First, we extend the router micro-architecture and
apply power gating on each router. Then, we pre-define multiple virtual bypass paths
between different routers. Packets can take these virtual bypass paths to bypass inter-
mediate routers that can be powered-on or powered-off. Thus, our EVC-based power
gating approach not only reduces the packet latency increase and extra power con-
sumption caused by power gating, but also reduces the dynamic power consumption
by transferring packets to bypass the powered-on routers. Thus, even at high traf-
fic workloads when all of the routers are powered-on and power gating is ineffec-
tive in reducing the power consumption, our EVC-based power gating approach con-
sumes less power than other related approaches [MKWA08, ZL18]. Moreover, the
pre-defined virtual bypass paths are more efficient in transferring packets. Thus, our
EVC-based power gating approach can achieve lower packet latency than the related
approaches [MKWA08, WNWS17, ZL18]. However, compared with the D-bypass
power gating approach, the EVC-based power gating approach may cause unfair al-
location of the NoC resources thereby causing, in some cases, higher performance
penalty in spite of the fact that the EVC-based power gating approach has lower packet
latency.
Contribution 4: Surfing on a Bufferless (Surf-Bless) NoC routing approach
To address Problem 2 in Section 1.3.2, we propose a novel routing approach, called
Surfing on a Bufferless NoC (Surf-Bless), presented in Chapter 6, which is based on
a specific assignment and scheduling of the resources in a bufferless NoC. This spe-
cific assignment and scheduling can be visualized as multiple “waves" which move
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in space and time over the NoC in a specially designed repetitive pattern. The spe-
cially designed repetitive pattern for the waves guarantees that packets “surfing” on a
wave can keep moving, which is critical to correctly use a bufferless NoC to transfer
packets. It is because, in a bufferless NoC, there are no buffers and packets have to
keep moving. Furthermore, the specially designed repetitive pattern also guarantees
that there is no interference between different waves. Thus, by assigning different
domains on different waves, there is no interference between domains and a confined-
interference communication is achieved. By experiments, we show that our approach
is effective to support such confined-interference communication and consumes much
lower energy/power than the related approach [WGO+13].
1.5 Thesis Outline
Below, we give an outline of this thesis, which summarizes the content of the following
chapters.
Chapter 2 provides basic information about NoCs to make it easier to understand
the contributions of this thesis.
Chapter 3 to Chapter 6 contain the main contributions of this thesis. Each chapter
is organized in a self-contained way, meaning that each chapter contains more spe-
cific introduction to the problem addressed, background information, related works,
the proposed solution approach, an experimental evaluation, and a concluding dis-
cussion. Chapter 3, Chapter 4, and Chapter 5 are about applying power gating on a
NoC to reduce the static power consumption and address the problem of the packet
latency increase caused by the power gating. Chapter 6 is about realizing confined-
interference communication on a bufferless NoC.
Chapter 3 presents our novel duty buffer structure and our DB-based power gating
approach. This chapter is based on our publication [WNWS17].
Chapter 4 introduces our D-bypass power gating approach. This chapter is based
on our publication [WNM+19a].
Chapter 5 elaborates our EVC-based power gating approach. This chapter is
based on our publication [WNM+19b].
Chapter 6 presents our novel Surf-Bless routing to realize a confined-interference
communication on a bufferless NoC. This chapter is based on our publication [WNM+19c].
Chapter 7 concludes this thesis.
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Background
In this chapter, to better understand the contributions of this thesis, we provide somebasic information about NoCs, such as network topologies, routing approaches,
flow control approaches, and the basic router architecture. In order to confirm and
show the major power consumer in a NoC, we also briefly analyze the power con-
sumption on a NoC. Finally, we introduce the conventional power gating technology
used in a NoC.
2.1 Network-on-Chip
In the beginning of this chapter, we start with an example of a NoC in a many-core
system. As shown in Figure 2.1, this many-core system has 16 processing elements
(PEs) connected to a 4× 4 2D NoC. These PEs can be of different types, such as pro-
cessors, digital signal processors (DSPs), peripheral controllers, memory subsystems,
etc. Each PE is connected to one network interface (NI) and this NI is connected to
a router in the NoC. The routers are arranged in a 2D mesh topology and connected
with their neighbor routers.
A PE uses its NI to access the NoC. The NI accepts different messages from the
PE and converts the messages into packets that can be transferred over the NoC. De-
pending on the message type, a message can be converted into one or multiple packets.
A packet consists of one or multiple flits. Typically, one packet has one head flit, one
or multiple body flits, and one tail flit. Some packets may have only one head-tail flit.
The packets carry payload and routing information. The routing information, such as
the source PE/router ID, the destination PE/router ID, etc., is stored in the head flit or
the head-tail flit.
A NI injects the packets into the NoC. Based on the routing information carried
in packets, the routers determine a routing path for the packet, and the packet is trans-
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Figure 2.1: An example of a many-core system.
ferred over the routing path to its destination. When the packet reaches it destination
router, the destination router ejects this packet into the corresponding NI. The NI col-
lects several packets (if there are multiple packets for a message) and converts these
packets into a message that can be processed by the PE.
When designing a NoC, a designer needs to determine the following design fac-
tors: the network topology (how to connect routers), the routing approach (which
routing path should be taken to deliver the packets from a source PE/router to a destina-
tion PE/router), the flow control approach (how to transfer packets between routers),
and the router architecture (how to implement the routing and the flow control ap-
proaches in hardware). Thus, we introduce these design factors in the following sub-
sections.
2.1.1 Network Topologies
The first step in designing a NoC is to choose a proper topology. A given topology
arranges the connection of routers and wires in a specific way and has a significant in-
fluence on the network performance in terms of network latency and throughput. Cur-
rently, most of the real implementations of NoCs utilize simple and regular topologies,
such as a ring, a mesh, or a torus.
As shown in Figure 2.2(a), the ring is the simplest topology. The communication
on a ring can be easily controlled. However, when the number of routers increases, the
network latency of the ring sharply increases, which significantly limits the scalability
of the ring topology. Recently, some novel ring-based topologies are proposed. For
example, taking the advantage of the simple structure in a ring topology, the hierar-
chical ring structures [FYNM11, ZML+16] use a ring to increase the communication
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Figure 2.2: Classical network topologies.
bandwidth for the bandwidth-hungry PEs and improve the system performance at a
low hardware cost. To improve the poor scalability of a ring, [AABC18, LCL+16]
simply use multiple rings to fully connect a large number of routers, which shows
excellent performance.
Compared with the ring topology, the mesh topology, shown in Figure 2.2(b),
has better scalability and is also widely implemented on real chips. For example,
the NoCs in Intel 80-tile [HVS+07], TRIPS [GKS+07], Title-64 [BEA+08], SCOR-
PIO [DCS+14], and SW26010 [FLY+16] adopt such mesh topology. Many novel
mesh-based topologys are proposed to reduce the network latency and improve the
scalability, such as the flattened butterfly (FBfly) [KBD07], multidrop express chan-
nels (MECS) [GHKM09], the concentrated mesh [BD14], the express virtual chan-
nel [KPKJ07, KKC+08], the Kilo-NoC [GHKM11], etc. The main drawback of a
mesh topology is that most of the traffic workload is concentrated on the routers in
the center region of the mesh topology, which results in relatively low throughput of
the mesh topology.
The torus topology, shown in Figure 2.2(c), overcomes the aforementioned draw-
back of the mesh topology by adding long wires to connect the routers on the edges.
Thus, the traffic workload can be evenly distributed over the routers. Furthermore, the
torus topology has a shorter network diameter than the ring topology and the mesh
topology, so the torus has lower network latency. The different length of wires incurs
different communication delay between routers, which makes it difficult for control-
ling the communication between routers. In order to remove the delay gap between
the long wires and the short wires in a torus topology, many works utilize the folded
torus [DT04, MJW12] topology.
As the mesh topology and the torus topology have better scalability and are widely
used in real chips, we implement and evaluate our works using the tours topology in
Chapter 3 and the mesh topologies in Chapter 4, Chapter 5, and Chapter 6.
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2.1.2 Routing Approaches
A routing approach determines the routing path from a source router to a destination
router in a particular topology. Based on the number of the routing paths used form a
source router to a destination router, the routing approaches can be classified into:
• Deterministic routing approaches: packets are transferred from a source router
to a destination router over exactly the same routing path. In a NoC, there exist
multiple feasible routing paths from a source router to a destination router, but
deterministic routing approaches always use the same routing path (determined
at design-time) from a source router to a destination router, such as X-Y/Y-X
dimension-order routing (X-Y/Y-X DoR) [DT01].
• Oblivious routing approaches: packets are transferred from a source router to a
destination router over multiple candidate routing paths. These candidate rout-
ing paths are randomly selected without considering the state of the network,
for example the Valiant’s randomized routing [Val82].
• Adaptive routing approaches: based on the network state, the routing path is dy-
namically selected among multiple candidate routing paths to transfer packets
from a source router to a destination router, such as in [FDC+09].
It is easy to implement a deterministic routing approach with a low hardware cost,
so the deterministic routing approach is more common in practice, but deterministic
routing may cause the problem of an unbalanced traffic workload on different routers,
which undermines the resource utilization and degrades the NoC performance. In
contrast, the oblivious routing [Val82] and the adaptive routing [FDC+09] are better in
balancing the traffic workload on a NoC, but the implementation of oblivious routing
approaches and adaptive routing approaches is muchmore complex than deterministic
routing approaches and causes high hardware overhead.
Based on the length of the routing path, the routing approaches can be classified
into minimal path routing approaches and non-minimal path routing approaches.
• Minimal path routing approaches: packets are only transferred over the minimal
routing paths from a source router to a destination router.
• Non-minimal path routing approaches: packets can be transferred through non-
minimal routing paths from a source router to a destination router, such as in
[VB81, Val82].
Minimal path routing approaches consume less power because the packets need
less hops to reach their destination routers. Thus, most of the NoCs use minimal
path routing approaches. However, non-minimal path routing approaches are more
promising in achieving better workload balance and realizing fault tolerance in NoCs.
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Figure 2.3: Deadlock caused by cyclic dependency of packets.
Avoiding Deadlock
One key role of routing approaches is to avoid deadlock in a NoC. Deadlock occurs
when a group of packets are unable to make progress because they are waiting on
one another to release resources, usually buffers or virtual channels. Consider the
example shown in Figure 2.3. Packet P0 occupies the buffers in router R00 and is
going to router R01, but the buffers in router R01 are occupied by packet P1. P0 has
to wait for the buffers in R01 to be free. The similar situation happens for packets P1,
P2, and P3. As there is a cyclic dependency and all packets are waiting for others
to release the buffers, none of the packets can move to the next router and deadlock
occurs.
To remove the deadlock in Figure 2.3, the turn model routing algorithm [GN92] is
widely used to analyze the dependency between routing paths. According to the turn
model routing algorithm, there are eight possible turns in a mesh topology (X+ to
Y+,X− to Y+,X+ to Y−, and so on). These turns can be combined to create two
dependent circles ( the clockwise circle as shown in Figure 2.3 and the counterclock-
wise circle), which cause deadlock. By prohibiting some turns to eliminating these
dependent circles, the deadlock can be avoid. For example, in the X-Y deterministic
order routing (X-Y DoR), packets can be transferred in the Y + /Y− direction only
when the packet transmission in X + /X− direction is finished. Thus, the packets
cannot turn from Y+ to X + /X− or from Y− to X + /X− in a routing path. In
this way, all of the dependent circles are eliminated and the deadlock can be avoided.
In Chapters 3, 4, 5, we use the X-YDoR in the experiments. This is because the X-
Y DoR is a deterministic/minimal routing approach, which can be easily implemented
and needs less hardware. Furthermore, the X-Y DoR is deadlock free by nature. In
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Chapter 6, we implement our approach on a bufferless NoC, which is based on a
special adaptive/non-minimal routing approach to guarantee the correctness of the
bufferless NoC. This special adaptive/non-minimal routing approach is deadlock free
by nature as well.
2.1.3 Flow Control Approaches
After selecting the routing approach, the designers need to choose a flow control ap-
proach to transfer packets between routers. The flow control approach determines the
packet transmission behavior between routers. Efficient flow control approaches can
fully utilize the NoC resources to achieve a low network latency.
Classical Flow Control
The store-and-forward, the virtual cut through, and the wormhole are the most widely
used classical flow control approaches in NoCs.
Store-and-forward: A router waits until a packet has been completely received
(stored) and then forwards the packet to the downstream router. In addition, the packet
being transferred cannot be interrupted by other packets. Store-and-forward incurs
high serialization latency [DT04] because routers need to wait for receiving the entire
packet.
Virtual cut through : A router can forward a packet as soon as the head flit
is received, without waiting for the entire packet to be received, but the packet being
transferred cannot be interrupted by other packets. Compared with store-and-forward,
virtual cut through removes the serialization latency and is more efficient.
Wormhole: Similar to the virtual cut through flow control approach, wormhole
allows routers to transfer packets as soon as the head flit is received. The difference
with the virtual cut through is that, in wormhole, the packet transmission can be in-
terrupted by other packets.
Concerning resource allocation, store-and-forward and virtual cut through allo-
cate resources (buffers and wires) at the granularity of packets, while wormhole al-
locates resources at the much finer granularity of flits. By allocating resources at the
granularity of flits, wormhole is beneficial in reducing the amount of required buffers
in a router. Furthermore, with more flexible resource allocation, wormhole is able to
alleviate the packet blocking and to increase the throughput of a NoC.
Credit-based Flow Control Approaches
The store-and-forward, virtual cut through, and wormhole approaches need buffers in
the routers to temporarily store packets. Thus, a means is required to communicate
the availability of buffers between an upstream router and a downstream router. Then,
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Figure 2.4: A timeline example of a credit-based flow control.
the upstream routers can determine when a buffer is available to hold the next flit (or
a packet for store-and-forward and cut-through) to be transmitted. Typically, a credit-
based flow control approach is used tomonitor the availability of buffers in the routers.
The key idea of the credit-based flow control is that the upstream router keeps a
counter of credits, which corresponds to the number of the available buffers in the
downstream router. Then, each time the upstream router sends a flit to the down-
stream router, thereby occupying a buffer in the downstream router, the credit-based
flow controller decrements the appropriate credit counter. If the counter reaches zero,
all of the downstream buffers are full and no further flits can be forwarded until a
buffer becomes available. Once the downstream router forwards a flit and frees the
associated buffer, it sends a credit to the upstream router. When the upstream router
receives this credit, the upstream router increments the corresponding credit counter
to indicate that there is one more free buffer in the downstream router.
An example of the timeline of a credit-based flow control is shown in Figure 2.4.
The credit counter in the upstream router is zero and all buffers in the downstream
router are occupied. At time t0, the downstream router sends a flit, thereby freeing a
buffer. At the same time, a credit for this buffer is sent to the upstream router. After a
short time delay for the credit transmissionTcredit_delay, at time t1, the upstream router
receives the credit and knows that there is a free buffer in the downstream router. After
a short processing delay, at time t2, the upstream router sends a flit to occupy the free
buffer in the downstream router. After a short time delay for the flit transmission
Tflit_delay, at time t3, the downstream router receives the flit. After a short period, at
time t4, this flit is forwarded by the downstream router, thereby freeing the buffer again
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and sending a credit to the upstream router. The time between sending successive
credits for the same buffer is the credit round-trip delay Tcrt. This credit round-trip
delay Tctr is the minimal time interval after which the same buffer can be utilized
again. In order to reduce the time packets are blocked on waiting for the free buffers,
routers need a large number of buffers to hold packets. In this way, the credit round-
trip delay can be hidden.
In Chapters 3, 4, 5, we use the wormhole flow control approach and the credit-
based flow control approach to control the communication between routers. This is
because the wormhole flow control approach needs less buffers than the store-and-
forward flow control approach and the virtual cut through flow control approach. Fur-
thermore, the credit-based flow control is the most widely used approach to moni-
tor the availability of buffers in routers. In Chapter 6, we implement the confined-
interference communication on a bufferless NoC, in which the flow control is com-
pletely different compared to the aforementioned flow control approaches. We will
introduce it in Chapter 6.
2.1.4 Router Architecture in NoCs
The router implements the routing approach and the flow control approach in hard-
ware. In this section, we introduce the basic router architecture and the router pipeline.
Router Micro-architecture
As shown in Figure 2.5, a router consists of input ports, routing computation units, a
virtual channel allocator unit (VC Allocator), a switch allocator unit, a crossbar, and
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output ports.
• Input ports are mainly used to temporarily hold packets. In each input port,
there are multiple buffer queues (first in first out, FIFO), called virtual chan-
nels (VCs). These virtual channels are used for several other purposes, such
as avoiding the Head-of-Line blocking [DT01], hiding the credit-round trip de-
lay [DT01], and constructing multiple virtual network, etc. In order to go to
the correct VC, each flit of a packet has to carry a VC address, which is used
to indicate the VC that the flit should be stored. When a flit of a packet goes
into a router, based on the VC address in the flit, the input port stores the flit
into the corresponding VC. When a flit of a packet leaves the VC, the input port
releases one buffer and sends a credit to inform the upstream router which VC
in the downstream router has released one buffer.
• Routing Computation unit implements the routing approach for the packets.
When there is a head flit of a packet coming, the routing computation unit de-
termines the output port for the packet according to the implemented routing
algorithm. In practice, the routing computation unit is separately implemented
in each input port to simultaneously compute the output ports for multiple in-
coming packets.
• VC Allocator is a (NupIP × NupInV C) → (NupOP × NdownInV C) mapper,
whereNupIP is the set of input ports in an upstream router;NupInV C is the set
of VCs of an input port in the upstream router;NupOP is the set of output ports
in the upstream router;NdownInV C is the set of VCs of input ports in the down-
stream routers. When there is a new packet coming, the VC allocator allocates
a free VC in the downstream router to the packet. The flits of the packet carry
this VC address to the downstream router. When the flits of the packet reach the
downstream router, based on this VC address, the downstream router stores the
flits of this packet into the corresponding VC. Typically, the VC allocator unit
has the most complex hardware logic in a router. The hardware critical path is
through the VC allocator. Thus, the complexity of the VC allocator unit limits
the operating frequency of a router.
• Switch Allocator is a (NupIP × NupInV C) → NupOP mapper. The switch
allocator grants the packets to use the crossbar and solves the conflict between
multiple packets contending for the same output port. As we use the wormhole
flow control, each flit of a packet can go to the downstream router only when
the flit gets the grant from the switch allocator.
• Crossbar is used to transfer the flits of a packet from an input port to an output
port.
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Figure 2.6: Router pipeline.
• Output ports contain credit counters, which are used to record the free buffers
in each VC in the downstream router. As we have introduced the credit-based
flow control in Section 2.1.3, each credit corresponds to a free buffer in the
downstream router. When a flit of a packet leaves the router, the credit counter
in the output port is decremented to indicate that a buffer space in the down-
stream router will be occupied. When the output port receives a credit from the
downstream router, the output port increments the credit counter, which indi-
cates that there is one buffer released in the downstream router.
In order to transfer packets, a router opperates in several pipeline stages. In a
conventional router, there are four pipeline stages: routing computation (RC), virtual-
channel allocation (VA), switch allocation (SA), and switch traversal (ST). A packet
may experience one more stage called link traversal (LT) in the wires. The pipeline
stages in a conventional router are shown in Figure 2.6.
Route computation (RC) stage: The routing computation unit selects a suitable
output port according to the routing algorithm. This stage only needs to be performed
for the head flit of each packet. The rest of body flits and the tail flit follow the head
flit to the same output port.
VC allocation (VA) stage: After the RC stage, the head flit of a packet needs to
experience the VA stage to get a free VC in the downstream router. Similar to the RC
stage, the VA stage only needs to be performed for head flits, and the rest of the flits
in the packet inherit the VC address allocated to the head flit.
Switch allocation (SA) stage: After a packet has been assigned an output port in
the current router and a VC in the downstream router, each flit of the packet sequen-
tially requests for permission the switch allocater unit to use the crossbar. The switch
allocator unit solves the contention for the same output port between multiple packets.
Switch traversal (ST) stage: After receiving a grant from the switch allocator
unit, a flit can traverse the crossbar in the next cycle to reach its destination output
port.
Link traversal (LT) stage: Finally, the flit of a packet goes through the links to
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Figure 2.7: Power consumption in a 8× 8 2D mesh NoC.
the downstream router.
The aforementioned pipeline stages can be hidden or overlapped. For example,
based on the Look-ahead routing [Gal97], the RC stage for the downstream router can
be executed ahead in the upstream router. When the packet reaches the downstream
router, the packet directly goes to the VA stage. Thus, one pipeline stage can be hid-
den. However, the look-ahead routing is only feasible for the deterministic routing
approach, in which the routing path of a packet can be easily determined. Based on
the speculative routing [PD01], the VA stage and the SA stage can be performed in
parallel. The SA stage for the head flit of a packet is speculative because it depends on
the success of the VA stage being performed at the same time. If the VA stage fails,
the SA stage will be ignored even if it succeeds.
2.2 Power Consumption Analysis
In order to confirm and show the major power consumer in a NoC, in this section, we
briefly analyze the power consumption of each component in a NoC.
We use Dsent [SCK+12] to evaluate the power consumption of a 8× 8 2D mesh
NoC. Each input port of a router has two 4-flit VCs and the wire bandwidth is 128
Gbits/s. The packet injection rate is 0.1 flits/node/cycle and the flit size is 128 bits.
This injection packet rate is much higher than what can be observed in most of the real
applications [DMMD09]. This NoC works at the frequency of 1GHz. We evaluate
the power consumption across different technologies and voltages; (45nm, 1.0V ),
(32nm, 0.9V ), (22nm, 0.8V ), and (11nm, 0.6V ).
Figure 2.7(a) shows the power consumption under different pairs of technologies
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and voltages. The total power consumption of a NoC is broken down into four parts:
the dynamic power consumption of the link and the routers (D_link and D_router),
and the static power consumption of the link and the routers (S_link and S_router).
With the downscaling of the technology and the voltage, the total power consumption
of a NoC is reduced. However, most of the power consumption is contributed by the
static power consumption of routers. For example, the static power consumption of the
routers takes 67.78%, 73.55%, 80.17%, and 73.39% of the total power consumption.
Thus, in order to reduce the total power consumption in a NoC, the critical point is to
reduce the static power consumption of the routers.
In Figure 2.7(b), we show the static power consumption contributed by each com-
ponent in a router under (45nm, 1.0V ). VCs consume the most of the static power.
The crossbar and the other components only consume 16% and 2% of the total static
power, respectively. Furthermore, in this evaluation, we use two 4-flit VCs in each
input port, which is less than what is used in most of the real-word NoCs listed in Ta-
ble 1.1. So, if the number of VCs further increases, the VCs will consume even more
static power. Thus, to reduce the total power consumption, it is crucial to reduce the
static power consumption of VCs.
2.3 Conventional Power Gating in A NoC
As we have shown in Section 2.2, the static power consumption takes large portion of
the total power consumption. Power gating is an effictive way to reduce the high static
power consumption of a NoC. An implementation example of applying conventional
power gating on the routers is shown in Figure 2.8. By inserting header transistors
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between the voltage supply and the router, the power controller (the ctrlr unit in Fig-
ure 2.8) can cut off the power supply of the router to reduce the power consumption.
In order to correctly control the packet transmission, additional handshaking control
signals WU (wakeup) and PG (power gating) are added between routers.
WhenRouterB is idle (there are no flits left in input ports or the crossbar) and the
WU signals are clear, the controller inRouterB asserts the sleep signal to cut off the
router’s power supply (The ctrl unit in routers is always powered-on. Besides, the flow
control units that contain the credit counters in output ports are also always powered-
on.) and asserts the PG signal to notify its upstream RouterA. Once RouterA re-
ceives the signal PG,RouterAmarks the output port toRouterB as being powered-
off. When RouterA needs to send a packet to RouterB, RouterA has to assert the
WU signal to wake up RouterB and waits for RouterB to be fully charged. Once
RouterB is fully charged, the PG signal is de-asserted and RouterA can send the
packet to RouterB.
An optimizedwakeup process [MKWA08, CZPP16] is shown in Figure 2.9. When
RouterA executes the RC stage for packets,RouterA determines that there is a packet
going to RouterB and asserts the WU signal to wake up RouterB. In the following
clock cycles, RouterA executes the VA stage and the SA stage, but as RouterB is
powered off, the packet has to be blocked in RouterA. Once the WU single is re-
ceived, the ctrlr unit in RouterB clears the sleep signal to charge RouterB. After
experiencing Twakeup −MARGIN (MARGIN = 4 in this example) clock cycles,
RouterB de-asserts the PG signal. When RouterA is aware that the PG signal is
de-asserted, RouterA allows the packet to go to RouterB and executes the ST stage
and the LT stage to transfer the packet. When the packet reachesRouterB,RouterB
is just fully charged.
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Duty Buffer Based Power Gating
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Peng Wang, Sobhan Niknam, Zhiying Wang, Todor Stefanov,
"A Novel Approach to Reduce Packet Latency Increase Caused by Power Gating in Network-on-Chip"
in Proceedings of the 11th IEEE/ACM International Symposium on Networks-on-Chip (NOCS), Seoul,
South Korea, 2017, pp. 1–8.
In this chapter, we present in more detail our duty buffer based (DB-based) powergating approach, which corresponds to Contribution 1 introduced in Section 1.4,
to solve the research Problem 1, described in Section 1.3.1. This chapter is organized
as follows. Section 3.1 further introduces the research problem of the packet latency
increase caused by power gating. It is followed by Section 3.2, which gives a summary
of the contributions in this chapter. Then, Section 3.3 gives an overview of the related
work. Section 3.4 elaborates on our novel duty buffer (DB) structure and the DB-
based power gating approach. Finally, Section 3.5 introduces the experimental setup
and shows the results, and Section 3.6 concludes and discusses this chapter.
3.1 Problem Statement
As we have shown in Section 1.1.1, the NoC accounts for 10% to 36% of the total
power consumption in many-core systems. Due to the low average traffic load of
real applications [DMMD09], most of the NoC power consumption is contributed
by the static power consumption of idle routers. Even, under a minimal resource
configuration, the NoC router static power consumption is still about 64% [CZPP15]
of the total NoC power consumption. As a consequence, it is critical to reduce the
high static power consumption of the routers.
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On the other hand, NoCs have the characteristics of a distributed structure, a natu-
rally unbalanced traffic workload, and a low average injection traffic rate, which make
power gating being an applicable and effective way of powering off idle NoC routers
to reduce the power consumption. However, there is a notable wakeup delay to power
on the powered-off components during the wakeup process. When power gating is ap-
plied on a NoC, this wakeup delay, about 6-12 clock cycles [CZPP15], will interrupt
the close cooperation between routers and will block the routing path for a while. As
a consequence, the packet latency over the whole routing path dramatically increases
and the NoC performance is degraded.
Several works [ZOG+15, MKWA08] try to reduce the packet latency increase
caused by the power gating. As the drowsy SRAM has only 2 clock cycles wakeup de-
lay, Zhan [ZOG+15] uses the drowsy SRAM to build virtual channels (VCs) in a NoC
router and implements a fine-grained power gating on virtual channels. In this way, the
wakeup process becomes faster. By sending awakeup signal ahead of the packet injec-
tion, Matsutani [MKWA08] switches on the power of the powered-off routers earlier,
thereby hiding part of the wakeup delay. These approaches [ZOG+15,MKWA08] can
reduce or hide part of the wakeup delay in a single wakeup process. But a packet may
experience multiple wakeup processes and accumulate large delay along the routing
path. In fact, as the average traffic load of real applications is low [DMMD09], there is
high probability for packets to experience multiple wakeup processes. Furthermore,
with more cores integrated on a chip in future many-core systems, this cumulative
wakeup delay becomes much higher.
3.2 Contributions
In order to further reduce the packet latency increase caused by the power gating, in
this chapter, we propose a novel and flexible hardware structure, called Duty Buffer
(DB). Based on the DB structure, we propose a DB-based power gating approach
to reduce the static power consumption of the VCs in routers. By using our DB to
temporarily replace a powered-off VC and accept packets, an upstream router does not
need to block packets while waiting for the VC in a downstream router to completely
wake up. Thus, we can efficiently reduce the packet latency increase. Furthermore, as
all VCs in the same input port of a router share the same DB, we can keep a minimal
number of DBs powered on (on duty) and power off all of the VCs. In this way, we
use minimal static power consumption to keep a certain transmission ability, which is
helpful to reduce the static power consumption. The specific novel contributions of
this chapter are the following:
• We propose a novel Duty Buffer structure, which can be used to replace any
VC in a router. Taking the advantage of our novel DB, we propose a novel
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DB-based power gating approach on VCs in a router. This approach efficiently
reduces the packet latency increase caused by the power gating. By keeping a
minimal number of DBs powered on, our DB-based approach also achieves a
significant reduction of the static power consumption in a NoC.
• By experiments, we show that our DB-based power gating approach can effec-
tively reduce the packet latency increase caused by the power gating. Taking a
conventional router without power gating as the baseline, our DB-based power
gating approach, with one flit depth of DB, increases the average packet latency
only by 9.67%, which is much less than the 57% latency increase in [MKWA08]
and 21.75% in [ZOG+15]. Compared with the based in terms of the power
consumption, our DB-based approach can save on average 52.19% of the total
power consumption, which is comparablewith the 59.39% saving in [MKWA08]
and 57.05% in [ZOG+15].
3.3 Related work
In this section, we discuss the related works on reducing the packet latency increase
caused by power gating in a NoC.
As VCs are the main source of the static power consumption in a router, Zhan
[ZOG+15] applies the power gating on theVCs and uses the drowsy SRAM [FKM+02]
to build the VCs because the wakeup delay of the drowsy SRAM is only two clock
cycles, thus the wakeup process is much faster. However, this approach cannot com-
pletely remove the wakeup delay and packets accumulate large wakeup delay along the
whole routing path. In contrast, our approach keeps a certain transmission ability of
routers when the VCs are powered off. The packets are not blocked by the powered-off
VCs in the routers. Thus, even though a packet experiencesmultiple wakeup processes
along the routing path, the packet will not accumulate large wakeup delay. Therefore,
our approach can reduce more efficiently the packet latency increase.
Based on the principle of the look-ahead routing, Matsutani [MKWA08] proposes
a runtime power gating approach. By sending a wakeup signal into the next router
ahead of the packet injection, this approach hides a few clock cycles in the wakeup
process and wakes up the powered-off router earlier. However, the number of hidden
clock cycles is determined by the number of the router pipeline stages, and is insuffi-
cient to cover the entire wakeup delay. By sending the wakeup signal to the rest of the
routers along the routing path, Chen [CZPP15] improves the approach in [MKWA08].
In this way, the powered-off routers can be waked up much earlier and this approach
achieves almost non-blocking power gating in deterministic routing. However, this
approach highly depends on the correct prediction of the routing path. If the routing
path of a packet is adaptively changed, this approach may not find the correct routers
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to power on. Compared with [MKWA08, CZPP15], the power gating mechanism in
our approach does not need the handshaking control signals (the WU signal and the
PG signal in Figure 2.3) between routes to control the packet transmission. By keep-
ing a certain transmission ability of routers when the VCs are powered off, routers in
our DB-based approach still can transfer packets during the wakeup process, which
can be efficiently used to significantly reduce the overall packet latency increase in
both deterministic routing and adaptive routing.
Kim proposed in [KKY11] the Flexibuffer scheme to reduce the static power con-
sumption of the VC buffers. Based on the buffer occupancy rate, the router predic-
tively powers on the sleeping buffers in the VCs in advance. In this way, the neg-
ative impact of the power gating on the packet latency increase is reduced. How-
ever, the scheme in [KKY11] can reduce the static power consumption, only when
the VC size is large enough. This is because each VC in this approach has to keep
at least bmin = max(Nwakeup, Ncrt) (Nwakeup and Ncrt are the number of clock
cycles of the wakeup delay and credit round-trip delay, respectively) buffers pow-
ered on at run-time, which makes the flexibuffer scheme not very efficient in reduc-
ing the static power consumption. Furthermore, considering the high wakeup delay,
6-12 clock cycles [CZPP15], for NoCs with small size of VCs, such as the NoCs
in [DCS+14, ZOG+15, CZPP15, YL16, DNSD13], the scheme in [KKY11] cannot
save any power consumption. Compared with the scheme in [KKY11], the DB in our
approach is shared with all VCs in the same input port, and the minimal DB size is
one flit. In this way, our approach can be widely and efficiently used to reduce the
static power consumption in NoCs with small and large size of VCs.
3.4 DB-based Approach
The key idea of our DB-based power gating approach is, by always having a small
number of buffers powered on (on duty) in VCs, to keep a certain transmission ability
of a router in the wakeup process when power gating is used. In this way, we can
reduce the packet latency increase caused by the power gating. In order to achieve
this goal, we have to overcome the following challenges.
• Which VCs should be on duty? As we have introduced in Section 2.1.4, the
input VC address of a packet, which indicates where the packet will be stored,
is determined in an upstream router. Therefore, a downstream router does not
know when packets will arrive or which VCs will be occupied. As a conse-
quence, it is unknown which VC should be on duty in a downstream router.
• How to use as few buffers on duty as possible? Keeping fewer buffers on duty
in a VC is helpful to reduce the static power consumption in a NoC. However,
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Figure 3.1: The NoC structure and extended input port and output port.
the role of the VCs is not the same. Different classes of VCs are used to receive
different packets. For example, the MESI [PP84] coherence protocol needs at
least two different data VCs and one control VC to prevent a deadlock. If we
want to keep some buffers in VCs on duty to reduce the packet latency increase,
each VC class should have buffers on duty and ready to receive packets. As a
consequence, we cannot efficiently reduce the static power consumption.
3.4.1 Input Port with Duty Buffer
In order to overcome the challenges, mentioned above, we propose the novel Duty
Buffer structure shown in Figure 3.1(b) to extend the input ports of a virtual-channeled
wormhole router. Compared with the conventional router in Figure 3.1(a), which is a
simplified version of Figure 2.5, the following components are added to an input port:
Input controller, Duty Buffer, and multiplexers. We apply power gating on the VCs as
well. The Duty Buffer (DB) is a small buffer queue. The minimal size of the DB is
one flit. It is always powered on and ready to receive packets at run-time.
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For a downstream router, when a packet reaches an input port, but input VCs are
powered-off or waking up, the input controller controls the input channel and demulti-
plexer to store the packet into the DB. The DB replaces the corresponding powered-off
VC, which the packets should go into.
When the router tries to read the packets from the powered-off VC, the input con-
troller controls the corresponding multiplexer to select reading the packets from the
DB. By replacing the powered-off VC with DB, the router can transfer the packet as
if this VC was powered on.
For an upstream router, as its corresponding downstream router can use the DB to
replace the powered-off VCs to store packets, there is no need for the upstream router
to block the packet and to wait for the VCs in the downstream router to completely
wakeup. Thus, the upstream router still can send a packet to the downstream router,
when the VCs in the downstream router are powered-off or waking up. As a result,
the packet latency increase caused by the power gating on VCs is reduced.
Since the DB can replace any powered-off VC, we do not need to determine which
VC should be on duty. Furthermore, as all VCs in an input port share the same DB,
we do not need to keep powered-on buffers for each class of VCs. Thus, we can keep
as few buffers on duty in the DB as possible, and power off as many buffers in VCs
as possible. In this way, we keep a certain transmission ability with minimal static
power consumption.
3.4.2 Power Gating on VCs
In our extended input port, as shown in Figure 3.1(b), the input controller uses one
switch to control the power of all VCs in the port. This is because powering on all
VCs at the same time is beneficial to guarantee the NoC performance. That is, the
traffic load in many-core systems is bursty [DMMD09], so routers tend to use a larger
number of VCs in an input port at the same time. On the other hand, the average
traffic load is very low [DMMD09]. This makes a higher percentage of input VCs
idle during the applications execution. So, simultaneously powering off all VCs also
can reduce significantly the static power consumption.
The rest of the components in a router, for instance, the routing computation unit,
the virtual channel allocation unit, the switch allocation unit, the crossbar and the
output ports, are always powered on. In this way, if VCs in some input ports are
powered off, the other input ports still can normally work. Packets will not be blocked
in the router pipeline. Furthermore, compared with VCs, the power consumption in
the rest of the router’s components is much lower [CZZ+15]. Always keeping them
powered on, routers will not waste much static power.
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3.4.3 Power Gating Scheme
In order to correctly use our DB to reduce the latency increase during the waking up
process, we have to achieve the following goals:
• Keeping the flits order in a packet. The flits of a packet may be separately
stored in the DB and a VC when the state of VCs switches from waking up state
to charging complete state. In order to keep the packet transmission correct, the
transmission order of the flits in the same packet must not be changed.
• No deadlock occurs. In general, different class packets are allocated with dif-
ferent VCs. This is because a network interface has to finish processing the reply
packet first, then to deal with the new request packet. If a request packet and a
replay packet are stored in the same buffer queue (FIFO), the request packet may
be stored in front of the reply packet and it stalls the reply packet to access the
network interface. As a consequence, the request packet and the replay packet
block each other and the deadlock occurs [DT04]. Therefore, in the wakeup
process, we have to guarantee that only packets with the same VC address en-
ter the input port to prevent deadlock occurrence. This VC address should be
determined by the head flit of the packet, which wakes up the powered-off VCs
in the downstream router.
In order to achieve the aforementioned goals, the input controller and the output
controller are added to a router, as shown in Figure 3.1(b) and Figure 3.1(c). In the
following subsections, we introduce the working mechanisms of the input controller
and the output controller.
Input Controller
In the extended input port, as shown in Figure 3.1(b), the input controller monitors
the VC control to determine if it can switch off the power of VCs. The states of the
input controller are shown in Figure 3.2(a).
In the active state, VCs in the input port are powered on. The input controller con-
trols the input channel to inject packets into the corresponding VCs and keeps the DB
idle. When all VCs and the DB are empty and the packet transmission is completed
(the tail flit of the packet has left), the input port controller moves to the ready state
and waits for Tidle_detect clock cycles to switch off the power of the VCs. We use the
equation, Tidle_detect = Tcredit_delay + Tflit_delay, to compute the Tidle_detect, where
Tcredit_delay and Tflit_delay are the credit and flit transmission delaies between neigh-
bor routers, as shown in Figure 2.4. and they are dependent on design parameters.
In the ready state, the VCs are still powered on and can be used to store packets.
If there are incoming packets in the Tidle_detect period, the packets will be stored to
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Figure 3.2: Controllers for input and output ports.
the corresponding VC and the input controller returns back to the active state. The
ready state is used to avoid unnecessary power gating activities when the idle time of
VCs is short.
In the sleeping state, the power of all VCs is switched off and the VCs cannot be
used to store packets. Once the head flit of a packet comes into the input port, it will
be stored in the DB and the power of VCs will be switched on to charge the circuit.
The input port goes into the waking up state.
In the waking up state, VCs are not stable and cannot accept packets. The incom-
ing packets still are stored in the DB. After Twakeup clock cycles, the VC charge is
completed, and the state changes to the active state and the VCs can be used to store
packets. The input controller stores the packets to the corresponding VC and stops
injecting packets into the DB.
At the beginning of the active state, if there are any flits left in the DB, the input
controller keeps replacing the output of the corresponding VC with the output of the
DB until the DB is empty. In this way, the order of the flits in a packet will not be
disturbed and the correct transmission is guaranteed.
Output Controller
As explained in the beginning of Section 3.4.3, to guarantee deadlock-free packet
transmission during the wakeup process, an output port in a router has to send only
packets with the same VC address to the downstream router. In order to achieve this,
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the output controller and some AND gates are added to the output port, as shown in
Figure 3.1(c). In this extended output port, the output controller monitors the credit
counter and the grant to use the crossbar from the switch allocator unit, to identify the
state of the input port in the downstream routers and controls the validation signals
for the virtual channel allocator unit and the switch allocator unit, indicating which
input VCs in the downstream router are available. The states of the output controller
are shown in Figure 3.2(b).
In the active state, the credit counter is not full, or the packet transmission is not
completed (the tail flit has not left). This indicates that the VCs in the corresponding
input port in the downstream router are powered on. So, the upstream router can
normally send packets and receive credits.
When the credit counter is full and packet transmissions are completed, the output
controller moves to the catching state. In the catching state, the output controller
considers that the VCs of the corresponding input port in the downstream router are
powered-off, even if, at this time, this input port may be in the ready state. The output
port allows the virtual channel allocator unit to normally allocate VCs and the switch
allocator unit to grant the use of the crossbar in the catching state.
Once a head flit of a packet is granted by the switch allocator unit to use the cross-
bar, the output controller marks the allocated VC address and moves to holding on
state. In the following Twakeup clock cycles, only packets allocated to this marked VC
address are allowed to use the crossbar and transferred to the downstream router. In
the holding on state, the output controller assumes that all the flits sent are stored in
the DB of the input port in the corresponding downstream router. The output con-
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Table 3.1: Parameters.
topology 2D tours
router pipeline 4-stage
network size 4× 4
VC count 4 VCs per port
buffer depth 4 flits per VC
packet size 1 or 8 flits, 8B/flit
Tcredit_delay 1 clock cycle
Tflit_delay 1 clock cycle
BET 10 clock cycles
Twakeup 10 clock cycles
troller guarantees that the used credits does not exceed the depth of the DB. In this
way, the output controller can guarantee that there is no buffer overflow in the wakeup
process. After Twakeup clock cycles, the output controller moves to the active state.
The virtual channel allocator unit and the switch allocator unit can normally allocate
router resource for the packets.
In better understand the interactive process between the upstream router and the
downstream router, we use Figure 3.3 to the state switching in the output controller
and the input port controller.
3.5 Experimental Results
In order to evaluate our approach in terms of performance and power consumption,
we have implemented our approach on the cycle-accurate interconnection network
simulator Booksim2.0 [JBB+13]. The parameters set in Booksim2.0 are shown in
Table 3.1. Each input port of a router has four 4-flit depth VCs. The total number of
buffers in a router is consistent with [DNSD13]. According to the prior works [DNSD13,
ZOG+15] , the credit transmission delay Tcredit_delay and the flit transmission delay
Tflit_delay are set to 1 clock cycle. Based on the prior work in [DNSD13], Twakeup is
set to 10 clock cycles. To calculate the power consumption cost of power gating when
the power of VCs is switched on and off, we set the Break even time (BET), which is
the number of sleep cycles required to compensate the energy overhead for charging
VCs in a power gating process. The BET is 10 clock cycles in our experiments and it
is consistent with the prior work in [ZOG+15].
For comparison purpose, we have implemented the following schemes in Book-
sim2.0: (1) NO_PG is the baseline NoC. It uses the conventional four-stage pipeline
router introduced in Section 2.1.4 without power gating; (2) LA_PG is aNoC using the
lookahead scheme [MKWA08] to hide 4 clock cycles of the wakeup delay; (3) DS_PG
is a NoCwhere the VCs of a router are implemented by the drowsy SRAM [ZOG+15].
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Figure 3.4: Average packet latency across full range of workloads.
In the active state, the drowsy SRAM has the same power consumption as the conven-
tional SRAM. When staying in the drowsy state, it only consumes about 10% of the
SRAM static power consumption and has 2 clock cycles wakeup delay; (4) DB_PG is
a NoC using our DB-based approach, presented in Section 3.4, with different depths
of the DB.
3.5.1 Evaluation on Synthetic Workloads
In order to explore our DB_PG behavior under a wider range of packet injection
rates, in this section, we evaluate the performance of NO_PG, LA_PG, DS_PG and
our DB_PG under synthetic traffic patterns. Booksim2.0 provides abundant syn-
thetic traffic patterns. We select four synthetic traffic patterns: 1) Uniform random:
packets’ destinations are randomly selected; 2) Transpose: packets from source node
(x, y) are sent to destination node (y, x); 3) Bitcomp: packets from (x, y) are sent to
(N − x,N − y), N is the number of nodes in the X and Y dimensions of a NoC;
4) Tornado: packets from (x, y) are sent to (x+ N2 − 1, y). In this experiment, 1-flit
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packets are injected to the NoCs. Figure 3.4 shows the average packet latency curves
with different injection rates under the different traffic patterns. Since DB_PG with
different depths of the DB has similar trend in terms of the average packet latency
curve, in order to clearly show the experimental results, in Figure 3.4, we only show
our DB_PG with DB of depth 1.
The zero-load latency is an important performance indicator for a NoC. As shown
in Figure 3.4, when the injection rate is almost zero (the injection is about 0.01 pack-
ets/node/cycle), where the packet latency is close to the zero-load latency, our DB_PG
has less packet latency than LA_PG and DS_PG. This is because, when the injection
rate is low, most of the input ports of routers are idle. A packet experiences multiple
wakeup processes along the routing path. As a consequence, a packet in LA_PG and
DS_PG accumulates a large wakeup delay. In contrast, by keeping a certain trans-
mission ability in the wakeup process, our proposed DB_PG can avoid the situation
where a packet accumulates too much latency.
With the injection rate increasing from 0 packets/node/cycle to about 0.2 pack-
ets/node/cycle, as shown in Figure 3.4, our DB_PG still has less packet latency in-
crease than LA_PG and DS_PG. However, the packet latency in our DB_PG slowly
increases, while the packet latency in LA_PG and DS_PG decreases. This is because,
with the injection rate increasing, more and more input ports of routers are always
busy and cannot be powered off. The probability of accumulating a larger wakeup de-
lay becomes lower. On the other hand, multiple packets may compete for a transfer to
a downstream router in the same wakeup process, but our DB only can replace one VC
in a signal wakeup process in order to avoid deadlock occurrence. As a consequence,
in the wakeup process, some of the packets are blocked in our DB_PG.
When the injection rate further increases and is close to the saturation injection
rate where the packet latency sharply increases, as shown in Figure 3.4(a) and Fig-
ure 3.4(b), the packet latency in the LA_PG and DB_PG is higher than that in DS_PG,
because, in this situation, the wakeup delay in a single wakeup process becomes the
main reason for the packet latency increase. The LA_PG and DB_PG have higher
wakeup delay than DS_PG. However, because of the DB structure, our DB_PG out-
performs LA_PG.
Based on the results of the synthetic traffic patterns, when the injection is be-
low 0.2 packets/node/cycle, our DB_PG efficiently prevents a packet to accumulate
a large wakeup delay along the routing path and achieves better performance than
LA_PG and DS_PG. However, when the injection rate is close to the saturation injec-
tion rate, in some traffic patterns, our DB_PG causes a little bit performance loss in
terms of the average packet latency. Considering that the injection rate of real appli-
cations [DMMD09] is much lower than 0.2 packets/node/cycle, our DB_PG can be
widely used to reduce the packet latency increase caused by the power gating.
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Figure 3.5: The average packet latency.
3.5.2 Evaluation on Real Application Workloads
In order to evaluate our DB-based approach and compare it with the other approaches
mentioned above, on real workloads of applications, we use six applications from
the Parsec [BKSL08] benchmark suite: blockscholes, bodytrack, facesim, swaption,
fluindanimate, and raytrace. We use Synfull [BJ14] to capture the traffic behaviour
of these applications. Synfull generates packets and feeds packets to Booksim 2.0 to
evaluate the network performance. Based on the collected data from Booksim2.0, we
use Dsent [SCK+12] to compute the power consumption under the 45nm technology,
the voltage of 1V , and the NoC frequency of 1GHz .
Effect on Performance
Figure 3.5 shows the average packet latency for the six different real application work-
loads. The seventh set of bars in Figure 3.5 gives the average result over these six
applications.
We use the average packet latency to measure the network performance. The
LA_PG hides 4 cycles of the wakeup delay by sending the wakeup signal in advance.
However, compared with the baseline NO_PG, it still incurs an average of 57% (about
16 cycles) packet latency increase throughout these six applications. The latency in
the DS_PG also increases by 21.75% (about 6 cycles) on average, even though the
wakeup delay in the DS_PG is only 2 clock cycles. These results indicate that packets
experience over three wakeup processes on average and the cumulative wakeup delay
is the main reason for the performance degradation.
In contrast, the average packet latency in our DB_PG only increases by 9.67%,
5.67%, and 2.02% with 1, 2, and 3 flits depth of the Duty Buffer, respectively. Com-
pared with the LA_PG and the DS_PG, our DB_PG approach, with only one flit depth
of the DB, achieves 47.33% and 12.08% less packet latency increase, respectively.
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Figure 3.6: The breakdown of the NoC power consumption.
This is because our DB can replace any sleeping VC in the wakeup process to store
packets. The upstream routers do not need to block packets and wait for the VCs to
completely waked up. Furthermore, powering on all of the VCs in an input port at the
same times can effectively deal with the bursty traffic load of real applications.
The depth of our DB also has an obvious effect on the network performance, as
shown in Figure 3.5. Since we use a five-stage pipelined router, there is a notable
pipeline delay and credit round-trip delay in the router. In our DB_PG with the small-
est DB (DB_PG_1 in Figure 3.5), the packet transmission may be intermittently inter-
rupted because of the credit round-trip delay between routers. In addition, as the DB
only can replace one VC in a signal wakeup process, packets with different VC address
may be blocked in the upstream routers, which also causes packet latency increase.
Effect on Power Consumption
Figure 3.6 shows the breakdown of the NoC power consumption across the six bench-
marks and the seventh set of bars shows the average over these six benchmarks. The
network power is broken down into dynamic and static power consumption.
Compared with the baseline NO_PG, the LA_PG and DS_PG can reduce an av-
erage of 73.14%, and 68.83% of the static power consumption, respectively. The
static power consumption in our DB_PG with 1, 2, and 3 flits depth of the DBs is
reduced by 64.11%, 58.49% and 53.63% on average, respectively. For the total power
consumption, compared with the baseline NO_PG, the LA_PG and DS_PG reduce
the total NoC power consumption by 59.39% and 57.05%, respectively. Our DB_PG
with different DB depths reduces with 52.19%, 47.55%, and 45.14% the total power
consumption, which is comparable to the LA_PG and DS_PG.
It is obvious that we can simply realize a non-blocking power gating scheme by
combining the LA_PG with the DS_PG. However, in the sleeping state, the static
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Table 3.2: Area of router components.
NO_PG DB_PG_1 DB_PG_2 DB_PG_3
input port (×5) 0.0919 0.0973 0.0992 0.1025
crossbar+VA+SA 0.0061 0.0061 0.0061 0.0061
output port (×5) 0.0065 0.0072 0.0072 0.0072
total (mm2) 0.1045 0.1106 0.1125 0.1158
power consumption of the drowse SRAM increases with the increase of the total
number of buffers in a router. As a consequence, when a NoC has a large number
of buffers, the drowse SRAMs still cause significant static power consumption in the
sleeping state. While, in our approach, the static power consumption in the sleeping
state is only determined by the number of DBs (instead of the total number of buffers),
which presents better scalability and is more suitable for a NoC with a larger number
of buffers.
Effect on Area
In order to evaluate the area overhead of our DB_PG scheme compared to NO_PG,
we use Synopsys Design Compiler to synthesize the routers used in our experiments
under the 45nm NanGate Open Cell Library [Sil].
The area of each component is shown in Table 3.2. Compared with the base-
line router used in the NO_PG, the routers used in our DB_PG_1, DB_PG_2 and
DB_PG_3 cause about 5.76%, 7.65% and 10.73% area increase, respectively. Most
of the area overhead in our DB_PG is contributed by the duty buffers and multiplexers
in the input ports, while the area overhead of the input controller is very low. This is
because the input controller is made up of simple logic circuits and a small number
of registers, that do not cause large area overhead.
As our DB_PG has no influence on the crossbar, VA and SA, there is no area
overhead on these components. Compared with the output ports in the baseline router
(No_PG), the output ports in our DB_PG have 9.8% area overhead. However, these
area overhead takes negligible percentage of the total router area because the structure
of the output port controller is simple logic circuits and only contains a small number
of registers.
3.6 Discussion
In this work, we proposed a novel Duty Buffer structure and DB-based power gating
approach to reduce the packet latency increase caused by power gating in a NoC. As
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the DB can replace any VC in the input port, the input port can power off all VCs with-
out the need to consider which VC will be used in the future. In this way, we can keep
minimal number of buffers “on duty” to reduce the packet latency increase caused by
the power gating, and power off most of the VCs to reduce the static power consump-
tion. The experimental results show that our approach outperforms the lookahead
and drowsy SRAM approaches. With a small amount of additional hardware over-
head, our DB-based approach can efficiently reduce the static power consumption,
which is comparable with the lookahead and drowsy SRAM approaches. In later ex-
perimental results, presented in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, we show that our DB-based
power gating approach even can be more effective on reducing the power consump-
tion under a NoC configuration with more VCs. However, being a fine-grained power
gating approach, our DB-based power gating needs to separately switch the power of
each input port in a router. Thus, some times packets may experience more power
gating processes, which may result in an extra packet latency increase.
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D-bypass Power Gating Approach
Peng Wang, Sobhan Niknam, Sheng Ma, Zhiying Wang, Todor Stefanov,
"A Dynamic Bypass Approach to Realize Power Efficient Network-on-Chip"
in Proceedings of the 21st IEEE International Conference on High Performance Computing and
Communications (HPCC-2019), Zhangjiajie, China, 2019.
This chapter presents our dynamic bypass (D-bypass) power gating approach, whichcorresponds to Contribution 2 introduced in Section 1.4, to further reduce the
packet latency increase caused by power gating. This chapter is organized as follows.
Section 4.1 highlights the advantages of bypass-based power gating approaches to
overcome the drawbacks of power gating, that motivate the research and development
of our D-bypass power gating approach. Section 4.2 gives a summary of the main con-
tributions in this chapter. Then, Section 4.3 introduces the Node-Router Decoupling
(NoRD) power gating approach which inspires our D-bypass power gating approach.
It is followed by Section 4.4, which provides an overview of the related work. Sec-
tion 4.5 elaborates our D-bypass structure and introduces the D-bypass power gating
approach. Section 4.6 introduces the experimental setup and presents experimental
results. Finally, a concluding discussion is given in Section 4.7.
4.1 Problem Statement
Conventional power gating approaches have two negative impacts on the NoC perfor-
mance: 1)Wakeup delay, there is a notablewakeup delay (6-12 clock cycles) [CZPP15]
before the powered-off routers are fully recharged to the active state. This wakeup de-
lay blocks the packet transmission between routers and causes the packet latency to
significantly increase; 2) Break even time (BET), the power gating process causes
additional power consumption. Normally, we use breakeven time (BET) to measure
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the idle time required to compensate the power overhead due to power gating. This
implies that frequent power gating or power gating in a short time may cause more
power consumption or inefficient power reduction.
Many approaches try to overcome the aforementioned drawbacks of power gat-
ing in different aspects. In order to reduce the negative impact of the wakeup delay,
[MKWA08] and [CZPP15] switch on the routers ahead of packet transmission. Part of
or the whole wakeup delay can be hidden, but these approaches have to power on the
powered-off router every time when there is a packet going through the powered-off
router, whichmay cause frequent power gating and results inmore power consumption
due to the frequent power gating. On the other hand, in order to avoid non-beneficial
power gating caused byBET,manyworks [MKI+10, ZOG+15,WNWS17] adopt fine-
grained power gating on router components, such as our duty buffer based (DB-based)
power gating approach in Chapter 3. Instead of waking up the whole router, these ap-
proaches individually wake up part of the router components that are required to trans-
fer packets and keep the rest of the router components powered off. In this way, some
of the router components can have longer time to stay powered off. However, these
approaches are at the expense of increasing the packet latency, because packets may
experience more power gating processes over a routing path. In addition to the above
mentioned approaches, bypass-based approaches such as in [CP12, BHW+17, ZL18]
are more attractive and comprehensive to realize power efficient NoCs. This is be-
cause, by bypassing the powered-off routes along a routing path, packets do not need
to be blocked and wait for the powered-off routers to be fully charged. Thus, the
packet latency increase caused by the power gating is reduced. Furthermore, with-
out frequent interruption of the sleeping state of the powered-off routers, routers have
more idle time to stay powered-off and have less power consumption overhead caused
by the power gating.
In [CP12], Chen proposes one feasible and applicable bypass-based NoC power
gating approach called Node-Router Decoupling (NoRD). By using a bypass latch
(in the network interface (NI)) in a downstream router as a transfer station, a packet
can be ejected from the NoC to the network interface without the need of storing the
packet into a powered-off router buffer. Then the packet can be re-injected (forwarded)
to the next router without the need of going through the crossbar in the powered-
off router. By repeatedly forwarding packets, the NoRD approach allows packets to
go through the powered-off routers in any hop count. Meanwhile, as packets still
go through powered-off routers, the conventional credit-based flow control is avail-
able to guarantee that there is no buffer overflow. Compared with other bypass-based
NoCs [BHW+17], this feature greatly simplifies the flow control. However, NoRD
does not support bypass in all directions, i.e., in a powered-off router, the bypass latch
in a network interface can accept packets from only one specific upstream router and
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forward packets to only one specific downstream router. As a consequence, when
packets try to bypass the powered-off routers, there is only one available transmission
direction and packets are forced to follow detour routing paths, not the shortest routing
paths, which results in an inefficient packet transmission and poor scalability.
4.2 Contributions
In order to overcome the aforementioned drawback, in this thesis, we propose a dy-
namic bypass (D-bypass) power gating approach. Based on a reservation mechanism
to dynamically reserve a bypass latch in a powered-off router, the same bypass latch
can be used by different upstream routers to dynamically build the bypass path. Thus,
packets can bypass a powered-off router in any direction, which makes it possible for
packets to always follow their shortest routing paths. Furthermore, as the reservation
process is executed in parallel (overlaps) with the router pipeline, the timing overhead
caused by the reservation process is minimized. The specific novel contributions of
this work are summarized as follows:
• We extend the router structure to allow a bypass latch in a powered-off router
to accept packets from any upstream router. Then, we propose a reservation
mechanism to allow different upstream routes to share the same bypass latch at
different times. In this way, the bypass path can be dynamically built based on
the routing information of packets. Thus, when packets bypass the powered-off
router, they can always follow the shortest routing paths.
• By experiments, we show that our D-bypass power gating approach can effec-
tively reduce the power gating negative impacts on the performance and power
consumption. Taking a conventional NoC without power gating as the baseline,
our D-bypass power gating approach causes only 2.55% performance penalty,
which is less than the 28.67% penalty in [MKWA08], 19.27% in [CP12], 7.24%
in [WNWS17], and 5.69% in [ZL18]. Compared with a conventional NoC
without power gating on real application workloads, our D-bypass power gat-
ing approach reduces on average 77.77% of the total power consumption of the
conventional NoC, which is slightly better than 72.94%, 76.11%, 73.55% and
75.30% reductions in [MKWA08], [CP12], [WNWS17], and [ZL18], respec-
tively. However, as a coarse-grained power gating approach, when the packet
injection rate increases, most of the routers cannot be powered-off to reduce the
power consumption. As a consequence, our D-bypass power gating approach
is effective in reducing the power consumption only at low workloads.
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Figure 4.1: Node-Router Decoupling.
4.3 Background
In order to better understand the contributions of this chapter, in this section, we briefly
introduce the bypass-based power gating approach called Node-Router Decoupling
(NoRD).
NoRD [CP12] introduces a feasible way to bypass the powered-off routers to trans-
fer packets. As shown in Figure 4.1(b), two bypass paths are added in a router. When
the router is powered-off, packets directly go through bypass path A in Figure 4.1(b)
and are stored in the bypass latch shown in Figure 4.1(c). Then, packets go through by-
pass path B in Figure 4.1(b) to be forwarded to the next router. In this way, packets can
go through the powered-off router and be forwarded to the next router. Furthermore,
as the packets still go through the powered-off router, the conventional credit-based
flow control still works to guarantee that there is no buffer overflow. However, con-
strained by the router structure, NoRD does not support bypassing of the powered-off
router in all directions, i.e., in a powered-off router, each network interface can accept
packets from only one specific upstream router and forward packets to only one spe-
cific downstream router. As shown in Figure 4.1(a) with the tick red arrow, in NoRD,
a bypass ring is statically constructed to achieve full connectivity among routers. To
bypass a powered-off router, packets have to go along the static bypass ring path. For
example, as shown in Figure 4.1(a), Router00 tries to send packets to Router11,
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and its two downstream routersRouter01 andRouter10 are powered-off. Router00
only can send packets to bypass Router01. However, as Router01 only can forward
packets along the bypass ring, packets are transferred to Router02 in spite of the fact
that there is only one hop form Router01 to Router11. Then, after going through
Router02 and Router12, the packets reach the destination Router11. In this ex-
ample, as NoRD only can forward packet to a special direction, packets have to be
transferred in a detour/longer routing path, which undermines the transmission effec-
tiveness. Furthermore, for a large size NoC, this static bypass ring is quite long, which
extremely limits the scalability of NoRD.
4.4 Related Work
A few approaches explore a bypass-based power gating NoC. Fly-over [BHW+17]
switches off the power of an entire router (including output ports) and allows packets
to bypass the powered-off routers, but Fly-over supports bypass in the horizontal (X+
/X−) and vertical (Y +/Y−) directions. When a packet needs a router to change its
transmission direction (X+ to Y − /Y+, X− to Y + /Y−, Y+ to X + /X−, and
Y− to X + /X−), this router must be woken up. Furthermore, as the output ports
are powered off and all the credit information is lost, Fly-over has to utilize a complex
flow control to recover the credit information when a powered-off router is powered
on, which requires significant hardware overhead (a router needs 48 extra links to
support this special flow control). Compared with Fly-over, Node-Router Decoupling
(NoRD) [CP12] just uses the conventional credit-based flow to control the packet
transmission. However, as we have introduced in Section 4.3, NoRD supports only
one direction bypass in each powered-off router, which results in an inefficient packet
transmission and poor scalability. Our D-bypass power gating approach also adopts
the conventional credit-based flow that is similar to NoRD. However, in contrast to
Fly-over [BHW+17] and NoRD [CP12], our D-bypass power gating approach is based
on a reservation mechanism to dynamically build the bypass path, thus packets can
bypass the powered-off routers in any direction and in any hop count. Furthermore,
the reservation mechanism needs just 10 extra links for each router, which is much less
than the 48 extra links in Fly-over [BHW+17]. With these aforementioned differences,
our D-bypass power gating approach has better scalability than Fly-over [BHW+17]
and has lower packet latency and less power consumption than NoRD [CP12].
EZ-bypass [ZL18] has similar bypass structure with our D-bypass power gating
approach and allows packets to bypass the powered-off router in any direction. In
EZ-bypass, each input port of a router needs one bypass latch to temporarily store
packets. When a packet bypasses powered-off routers, this packet has to experience
the multiple pipeline stages of routers to resolve the contention between packets that
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may be in different input ports. However, in our D-bypass power gating approach,
there is only one bypass latch in a router. Before using the bypass latch to go through
the powered-off router, the upstream routers need to reserve this bypass latch first. In
the process of the reservation, the contention between packets is resolved. In this way,
when a packet is granted to use this bypass latch to go through the powered-off router,
there are no other packets in the downstream powered-off router to contend with it
and the router pipeline stages in the downstream powered-off router can be reduced to
one stage, and some packet transmissions are accelerated. Furthermore, based on the
number of reservation signals from the upstream routers, the powered-off router can
detect the contention earlier. Thus, our D-bypass power gating approach can switch
on the power of the powered-off router earlier than EZ-bypass.
4.5 D-bypass Approach
Fly-over [BHW+17] and NoRD [CP12] does not support bypassing in all directions.
This limitation is mainly caused by the fact that the bypass latch cannot be shared
by all upstream routers to forward packets. Therefore, in our D-bypass power gating
approach, we first add one special hardware bypass structure in each router, which
allows a bypass latch to accept packets from any of its upstream routers. Then, we
propose a reservation mechanism to allow different upstream routers to use the same
bypass latch at different times. By reserving the bypass latch at different times, the
same bypass latch can be used to dynamically build the bypass paths from any up-
stream router to any downstream router. Consider the same example as described in
Section 4.3, where a packet has to be sent from Router00 to Router11 and where
Router01 andRouter10 are powered off. Before packets are sent to the bypass latch
in Router01, Router00 reserves the bypass latch in Router01. Next the head flit of
a packet is sent to the bypass latch in Router01 and based on the routing information
in the head flit, the bypass path is dynamically built from Router01 to Router11,
see Figure 4.2(a). Then, Router01 can forward the packet to Router11. In this way,
when packets go through the powered-off routers, they can always follow the shortest
routing paths to their destinations.
4.5.1 Extended Router Structure
In this section, we introduce the extended router structure to support our D-bypass
power gating approach. As shown in Figure 4.2(b)(c), and in contrast toNoRD [CP12],
we remove the bypass latch from the NI and place it in the router, and put a NI con-
troller ( NI ctrlr) in the NI, which is used to reserve the bypass latch. In order to allow
packets from all directions to skip the process of being stored in input buffers, thus
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Figure 4.2: Extended router structure in D-bypass.
directly being stored in the bypass latch, we add a special hardware bypass structure
to connect the input ports (X+, X−, Y+, Y−, and output Inject of the NI) with the
input multiplexer. We also add five multiplexers, one in each output port, and connect
the bypass latch to these output multiplexers. Based on the above mentioned exten-
sion, without the need of the crossbar, the bypass latch can accept packets from all
input directions and forward packets to any of the output directions. All multiplexers
are controlled by the ctrlr unit.
When multiple upstream routers or the NI need the bypass latch to forward pack-
ets, since there is only one bypass latch, as shown in Figure 4.2(b), the bypass latch
cannot simultaneously forward packets coming from multiple upstream routers and
the NI. However, it is possible for multiple upstream routers and the NI to share the
same bypass latch by using it at different points in time. To achieve such sharing, we
have devised a reservation mechanism and its hardware support. As shown in Fig-
ure 4.2(b), the handshaking control signals, i.e., the incoming signals (IC) and reser-
vation success signals (RS), are added between routers. The indexes up and down
in Figure 4.2(b) and Figure 4.2(c) are used to distinguish which router (upstream and
downstream) the signals are connected to. The IC signals are also used in NoRD.
In an upstream router, the IC signal is asserted to inform a downstream router that a
packet is coming.
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Besides the aforementioned IC signal functionality in NoRD, the important role
of the IC signal in our D-bypass power gating approach is to reserve the bypass latch in
the powered-off router. When an upstream router tries to send packets to a powered-
off router, instead of asserting the WUdown signal, it asserts the ICdown signal to
reserve the bypass latch in the powered-off downstream router. When the ctrlr unit in
the powered-off downstream router detects this IC signal (for this downstream router,
it is ICup), the ctrlr unit marks the bypass latch as reserved and does not allow other
upstream routers to use it. Meanwhile, the downstram router asserts the RSup to
inform the upstream router that it gets the right to use this bypass latch to forward
packets. Once the upstream router receives this RS signal (for this upstream router,
it is RSdown), it can send packets to that powered-off router. As our D-bypass router
can forward packets to any output direction, when the packet is stored in the bypass
latch, the ctrlr unit can, based on the routing information in the packet, forward the
packet along its shortest routing path. In this way, according to the requirement of the
packet transmission, the bypass path in a powered-off router can be dynamically built.
When the upstream router finishes the packet transmission, it clears the ICdown signal.
Then, the powered-off downstream router releases the reservation of the bypass latch
and allows other upstream routers to reserve it.
Based on the aforementioned reservation mechanism, at different times, the by-
pass latch in a powered-off router can be used by different upstream routers and the
bypass path can be dynamically built to forward packets along their shortest routing
path.
4.5.2 An Example of the Reservation Process
In order to show the details of our reservation mechanism, we use the example in Fig-
ure 4.3 to illustrate the reservation process in our D-bypass power gating approach. We
assume a four-stage pipeline router, which consists of route computation (RC), virtual
channel allocation (VA), switch allocation (SA), and switch traversal (ST). The link
traversal (LT) takes onemore clock cycle. RouterA tries to send packets toRouterB,
but RouterB is powered-off. The reservation process is shown in Figure 4.3.
In Cycle 0, RouterA executes the RC stage for a packet and is aware that the
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packet should go toRouterB. So,RouterA asserts the ICdown to reserve the bypass
latch in routerB.
In Cycle 1, RouterA executes the VA stage for packets. Meanwhile, the ctrlr
unit in RouterB receives the IC signal (for RouterB, it is ICup), sets the input
multiplexer to select the corresponding input port, marks the bypass latch as reserved,
and asserts the correspondingRSup signal to acknowledge thatRouterA can forward
packets throughRouterB. If there are multiple ICup signals simultaneously received
to reserve the bypass latch, the ctrlr unit utilizes a round robin arbitration to grant the
bypass latch to one of the upstream routers asserted these ICs.
In Cycle 2, RouterA executes the SA stage. As the RS (for RouterA, it is
RSdown) signal has arrived at this moment,RouterA gets the right to forward packets
toRouterB. The head flit of one packet is granted to go toRouterB. The rest of the
flits are blocked at the SA stage until thatRouterA receives the credit fromRouterB
or RouterB is powered on.
In Cycle 3, in the ST stage of RouterA, the head flit of the packet is sent to
the crossbar. Then, in Cycle 4, in the LT stage of RouterA, the head flit is sent to
RouterB.
In Cycle 5, RouterB stores the head flit in the bypass latch. As no other packets
can enter RouterB, there is no need to execute the VA, SA, and ST stages, so the
pipeline stages are reduced to one stage, i.e, Forward Packet (FP). In the FP stage,
according to the routing information in the head flit, the ctrlr unit builds the bypass
path for the packet, i.e., the ctrlr unit determines the output port and selects an avail-
able VC for the packet, then sets the corresponding output multiplexer to forward the
head flit and the rest of flits of the packet to the downstream router of RouterB (if
RouterB is the destination router, the packet will be directly ejected to the NI). In
this way, the bypass path can be dynamically built. Furthermore, if there are multiple
packets transfers through RouterB at different times, different bypass paths can be
dynamically built for each packet.
It should be noted that the ICdown signal fromRouterB to a downstream router of
RouterB is also asserted in this clock cycle. If the downstream router of RouterB
is also powered off, the head flit is blocked at the FP stage until RouterB gets the
RSdown signal from its downstream router. In this way, the packet can bypass multiple
powered-off routers. When one flit leaves RouterB, one credit is sent to RouterA.
In Cycle 6,RouterA gets the credit to send another flit. In our example, the packet
has two flits, so, the packet transmission is finished in this clock cycle and the ICdown
signal is de-asserted.
In Cycle 7, RouterA executes the ST stage for the last flit. RouterB is aware
that the IC coming from RouterA signal (it is ICup for RouterB) is de-asserted
and de-asserts the corresponding RSup signal.
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After experiencing the LT stage in Cycle 8, the last flit arrives in RouterB. In
Cycle 9, the last flit is forwarded to the downstream router ofRouterB. The ctrlr unit
in RouterB releases the reservation of the bypass latch and allows other upstream
routers to reserve the bypass latch.
Based on the reservation process exemplified above, the bypass latch in the powered-
off routers can be used by all upstream routers and the NI to forward packets to any
direction at different times. By reserving multiple bypass latches in different routers,
packets can bypass multiple powered-off routers along their routing path. Further-
more, as shown in this example, the reservation process is executed in parallel (over-
laps) with the router pipeline. Thus, the timing overhead of the reservation process is
minimized.
4.5.3 Power Gating Conditions
In this section, we introduce the conditions which drive the ctrlr unit in Figure 4.2(b)
to control the power supply of a router.
Powering off a router
When there is no packet left in a router, and the ICs and WUs signals from all its
upstream routers are de-asserted, the router goes into the idle state and the PG signals
are asserted to all upstream routers, but at this moment, the power supply is not cut
off yet. After waiting Tidle_detect clock cycles, the ctrlr unit asserts the sleep signal
(Figure 4.2(b)) and cuts off the power supply. If there is any IC orWU signals asserted
during Tidle_detect, the ctrlr unit immediately de-asserts the PG signals. By waiting
Tidle_detect clock cycles to cut off the power supply, we can avoid non-beneficial power
gating caused by short idle time of routers, which causes frequent power gating and
additional power consumption.
Powering on a router
To keep good NoC performance, the routers should be powered on at the right moment
to deal with high traffic workloads. In our D-bypass power gating approach, we use
two metrics to determine when a router should be powered on.
• NIC is the number of ICups simultaneously received by a powered-off router.
In a powered-off router, when NIC exceeds a threshold thIC , the powered-off
router is woken up. In this situation, the condition of powering on a router is
triggered by the ICup signals. As an ICup signal is sent ahead of a packet trans-
mission, part of the wakeup delay is hidden. Furthermore, during the time of
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charging the powered-off router, one of the upstream routers can forward pack-
ets through the powered-off router. Thus, the packet latency increase caused by
the wakeup delay is reduced.
• NIV C is the number of input VCs, in one upstream router, contending for the
same downstream router to forward packets. NIV C indicates the workload of
an upstream router. As there is only one bypass latch in a router, our D-bypass
power gating approach has significant credit round-trip delay, which blocks a
packet transmission to wait for credits. Powering on the downstream routers
can reduce this impact. In an upstream router, when NIV C to a powered-off
downstream router exceeds a threshold thIV C , the corresponding WU signal
is asserted to wakeup the downstream router. During the time of waiting the
downstream router to fully charge, the upstream router can forward packets
through the bypass latch of the downstream router, so the impact of the wakeup
delay is also reduced.
It is clear that there is a risk of deadlock when multiple upstream routers need the
same powered-off router to transfer packets, but the powered-off router may be contin-
uously occupied by a router and the other routers cannot get a chance to send packets.
In order to a avoid this deadlock problem, we set the threshold thIC = 1. On the other
hand, in order to avoid performance penalties as much as possible, we aggressively set
the threshold thIV C = 1, which implies that when multiple packets are sent simulta-
neously to the same powered-off router, the powered-off router should be powered on.
The low thIC and thIV C may tend to trigger more often the condition of powering
on a router, which may cause frequent power gating on a router. However, consider-
ing the low average injection rate in real applications, there is still high probability
of transferring packets through powered-off routers without frequently triggering the
condition for powering on a router.
4.6 Experimental Results
In order to evaluate our approach in terms of performance and power consumption, we
have implemented our approach using a full-system simulator called Agate [CZPP16].
Agate is based on the widely used full-system simulator GEM5 [BBB+11], and Agate
supports the simulation of the key items in NoC power gating techniques. The NoC
model and power model used in Agate are based on Garnet [AKPJ09] and Dsent
[SCK+12], respectively. The key parameters used in our experiments are shown in Ta-
ble 4.1. We choose a four-stage pipeline router. The number of VCs and the buffer size
of control VCs and data VCs are set based on the related works [CZPP15] and [CP12].
For simplicity, we use a X-Y deterministic routing algorithm in our D-bypass power
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Table 4.1: Parameters.
Network topology 8× 8 mesh
Router 4-stage pipeline
Virtual channel 2 VCs/VN, 3 VNs
Input buffer size 1-flit/ ctrl VC, 5-flit / data VC
Routing algorithm X-Y, Adaptive
Link bandwidth 128 bits/cycle
Wakeup delay 8 clock cycles
Break even time 10 clock cycles
Private I/D L1$ 32 KB
Shared L2 per bank 256 KB
Cache block size 16 Bytes
Coherence protocol Two-level MESI
Memory controllers 4, located one at each corner
gating approach and other related approaches, but for theNoRD approach, we have im-
plemented the special adaptive routing algorithm required by NoRD [CP12] to fairly
compare with the NoRD approach. The value of the wakeup delay and break even
time (BET) are according to the related works [CZPP15] and [CP12]. As there are
additional components added in our D-bypass router and the routers in related ap-
proaches, in order to evaluate the power consumption of these components, we use
Dsent [SCK+12] to estimate the power consumption of the major components, such
as the buffers and multiplexers, to make the experimental results more accurate.
For comparison purpose, we have implemented the following power gating ap-
proaches: (1) NO_PG: the baseline NoC without power gating; (2) Conv_PG: con-
ventional power-gating NoC, which is deeply optimized by sending WU (Look ahead
[MKWA08]) and de-asserting PG signals [CZPP16] in advance, thus 6 clock cycles
of the wakeup delay are hidden in our experiments; (3) NoRD_PG [CP12]: the power
gating NoC with the NoRD approach; (4) DB_PG [WNWS17]: our DB-based power
gating approach introduced in Chapter 3. In each input port of a router, a one-flit
size duty buffer is added to implement the DB-based power gating approach; (5)
EZ_bypass [ZL18]: the power gating NoC with the EZ-bypass approach in which the
bypass structure is similar to our approach; (6) D-bypass: the NoC with our D-bypass
power gating approach introduced in Section 4.5.
4.6.1 Evaluation on Synthetic Workloads
In order to explore the behavior of our D-bypass power gating approach under a wider
range of packet injection rates, in this section, we evaluate the performance of our
D-bypass power gating approach under synthetic traffic patterns. We select three syn-
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Figure 4.4: Packet latency across different injection rates.
thetic traffic patterns: 1) Uniform random: packets’ destinations are randomly se-
lected; 2) Bit-complement: packets from source router (x, y) are sent to destination
router (N-x, N-y), N is the number of routers in the X and Y dimensions of a NoC; 3)
Transpose: packets from source router (x, y) are sent to destination router (y, x);
Effect on NoC Network Latency
As shown in Figure 4.4(a) and Figure 4.4(b), when the injection rate is around 0.001
packets/node/cycle, our D-bypass has higher average packet latency than DB_PG and
EZ_PG, but lower than Conv_PG and NoRD_PG. This is because in our D-bypass ap-
proach, multiple packets cannot simultaneously bypass the same powered-off routers
at the same time, and some packets are blocked due to power gating. However, com-
pared with Conv_PG, there are significant number of packets that can bypass the
powered-off routers. On the other hand, when the packet bypasses the powered-off
router, the powered-off router pipeline stages are reduced to one stage and some pack-
ets’ transmissions can be accelerated. Thus, in Figure 4.4(c), our D-bypass has the
lowest packet latency among all the approaches.
With the injection rate increasing up to the saturation injection rate (around 0.13
packets/node/cycle in uniform random, 0.07 packets/node/cycle in bit-complement,
0.05 packets/node/cycle in transpose), the curve of the average packet latency in our
D-bypass approach slowly drops, and it is lower than the curve of Conv_PG and
NoRD_PG, and gradually gets close to the curve of NO_PG. This indicates that our
D-bypass approach can more efficiently deal with high bursty traffic workloads than
Conv_PG and NoRD_PG, which meets requirements of real applications where traffic
workloads are bursty.
The saturation injection rate is also an important parameter to evaluate the NoC
performance. A NoCwith higher saturation injection rate can achieve higher through-
put. As shown in Figure 4.4, our D-bypass approach has the same saturation injection
rate as the baseline NO_PG, but NoRD_PG and DB_PG have lower saturation in-
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Figure 4.5: Power consumption across different injection rates.
jection rate. This is because, at the saturation injection rate, all routers are powered
on and our D-bypass approach works the same as NO_PG. However, the routers in
NoRD_PG are not as efficient as the routers in NO_PG. This is because NoRD_PG
needs VCs to support its special adaptive routing along the bypass ring. As a conse-
quence, NoRD_PG cannot fully utilize VCs to achieve the same saturation injection
rate as NO_PG. Therefore, compared with the bypass-based power gating scheme
NoRD_PG, our D-bypass approach can achieve higher throughput.
Effect on NoC Power Consumption
As shown in Figure 4.5, when the packet injection rate is 0.001 packets/node/cycle,
our D-bypass approach has the lowest power consumption. This is because, at such
low injection rate, our D-bypass approach can transfer packets through the powered-
off routers without the need of powering them on. Thus, our D-bypass approach
can reduce more the power consumption compared to Conv_PG. Furthermore, com-
pared with DB_PG and EZ-bypass, we need less hardware to implement our D-bypass
approach. It means that our D-bypass approach causes less extra power consump-
tion. Thus, when most of the routers are powered-off in a NoC, our D-bypass ap-
proach consumes less power than DB_PG and EZ-bypass. In addition, compared with
NoRD_PG, our D-bypass transfers packets through the powered-off routers along the
shortest routing path, which is more efficient in transferring packets and helpful to
reduce the power consumption.
However, when the injection rate increases, the power consumption in our D-
bypass approach increases and reaches the power consumption of NO_PG, which is
the same for Conv_PG, NoRD_PG, and EZ_PG. This is a common drawback for all
coarse-grained power gating approaches, because power gating is applied on the gran-
ularity of a router. When the injection rate increases, more routers become busy and
cannot be powered off. As a consequence, compared with DB_PG, which is a fine-
grained power gating approach and is effective in reducing the power consumption
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Figure 4.6: Execution time.
under a wider range of packet injection rates, our D-bypass approach can efficiently
reduce the power consumption only at low packet injection rates.
4.6.2 Evaluation on Real Application Workloads
In this section, we use real application workloads to compare the approaches in terms
of the application performance, the NoC average packet latency, and the NoC power
consumption. To do so, we use nine applications from the Parsec [BKSL08] bench-
mark suite.
Effect on Application Performance
Figure 4.6 shows the execution time of the nine applications, which is normalized to
the baseline NO_PG, and the tenth set of bars in Figure 4.6 gives the average results
over these nine applications. Our D-bypass approach causes less performance penalty
(execution time increase) than the related approaches. Compared with the baseline
NO_PG, our D-bypass causes an average of 2.55% performance penalty, which is
less than the 28.67% performance penalty in Conv_PG, 19.27% in NoRD_PG, 7.24%
in DB_PG, and 5.69% in EZ_bypass. In the ferret benchmark, our D-bypass has
its largest performance penalty of 6.03%, and Conv_PG, NoRD_PG, DB_PG, and
EZ_bypass have also their largest performance penalty of 47.39%, 37.18%, 21.22%,
and 19.51%, respectively.
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Figure 4.7: Average packet latency.
Effect on NoC Network Latency
Figure 4.7 shows the average network latency across the nine applications. Our D-
bypass approach can efficiently reduce the network latency increase caused by power
gating. Compared with NO_PG across the applications, the average network latency
in our D-bypass approach slightly increases, but is much lower than Conv_PG and
NoRD_PG. This is because our D-bypass approach can dynamically build the bypass
path and allow packets to bypass the powered-off router in all directions. Thus, packets
can go along the shortest routing paths to bypass the powered-off routers, and are not
blocked due to the power gating processes.
In most of the applications, our D-bypass approach has slightly lower average net-
work latency than DB_PG and EZ_bypass. This is because DB_PG is a fine-grained
power gating approach and causes more power gating processes. Compared with EZ-
bypass, our D_bypass is based on a reservation mechanism which can power on the
powered-off router earlier when multiple upstream routers need the same powered-off
router to forwards packets. However, in the benchmarks ferret, fluidanimate, swap-
tions, and x264, our D-bypass approach has slightly higher average network latency
than EZ_bypass, because each input port in EZ_bypass has a bypass latch to hold one
flit of a packet, whereas in our D-bypass approach, all input ports in a router have to
share one bypass latch to forward packets, which may result in more contention and
blocking of some packet transmissions. However, in our D-bypass, as only one packet
is allowed to go through a powered-off router at a time, the router pipeline stages can
be reduced to one stage when packets bypass the powered-off routers. Thus, some
packet transmissions are accelerated and our D-bypass approach has lower applica-
tion execution time than EZ_bypass in ferret and swaptions, in spite of the fact that
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Figure 4.8: Breakdown of the NoC power consumption.
our D-bypass approach has slightly higher average packet latency than EZ_bypass.
Effect on NoC Power Consumption
Figure 4.8 shows the breakdown of the NoC power consumption across the nine ap-
plications and the tenth set of bars shows the average over these nine applications.
The NoC power consumption is broken down into three parts: the extra power con-
sumption caused by the power gating (PG_overhead) and the dynamic/static power
consumption of routers (dynamic/static).
As can be seen in Figure 4.8, our D-bypass approach reduces slightly more the
power consumption than the related approaches. Compared with NO_PG, our D-
bypass reduces on average 77.77% of the total NoC power consumption, which is
slightly better than 72.94% in Conv_PG, 76.11% in NoRD_PG, 73.55% in DB_PG,
and 75.30% in EZ_bypass. This is because, for real application workloads, the traffic
is busty for very short periods of time, thus the average packet injection rate is low
for a long period of time. Therefore, all of these power gating approaches can power
off routers for a long time to reduce the static power consumption. In addition, our
D-bypass approach can transfer packets through the powered-off routers without wak-
ing them up. Thus, our D-bypass can power off the routers for even longer time and it
can reduce more the router static power consumption and PG_overhead compared to
Conv_PG. Even though NoRD_PG is also a bypass-based power gating approach, it
does not support bypass in all directions and forces packets to go along the bypass ring.
Packets have to go through more routers, which may cause more power gating pro-
cesses. As a consequence, NoRD_PG consumes slightly more router static power and
PG_overhead than our D_bypass. Furthermore, in order to transfer packets through
the powered-off routers or the powered-off input ports, our D_bypass, EZ-bypass, and
DB_PG need to always keep some components powered on, that always consume
static power. However, compared with DB_PG and EZ-bypass, our D_bypass needs
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to keep fewer components always powered-on. Therefore, our D_bypass is more effi-
cient to reduce the static power consumption of the routers.
4.7 Discussion
In this chapter, we propose a dynamic bypass (D-bypass) power gating approach to
allow packets to bypass powered-off routers in any hop count and in any direction.
Based on a reservation mechanism, all the upstream routers can share the same bypass
latch to dynamically build the bypass path for different packets. In this way, packets
can be transferred along their shortest routing paths. With small hardware overhead,
our D-bypass approach can efficiently reduce the power consumption and has less
performance penalty.
Even though our D-bypass power gating approach allows packets to bypass the
powered-off routers in any direction, the efficiency of the bypass path is limited by
the single bypass latch in a router. The packets maybe frequently blocked to wait for
the free bypass latch. As a result, in some applications, there is still significant packet
latency increase in our D-bypass power gating approach. Furthermore, likemost of the
course-grained power gating approaches, our D-bypass power gating approach cannot
fully utilize the idle time of each component in a router. When the traffic workload is
high, most of the routers in a NoC become busy and cannot be powered off to reduce
the static power consumption. As a consequence, our D-bypass power gating approach
is effective in reducing the power consumption only at low traffic workloads.
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In this chapter, we present our EVC-based power gating approach, which corre-sponds to Contribution 3 introduced in Section 1.4. By using our EVC-based
power gating approach, not only the packet latency increase caused by power gating
can be further reduced, but also the power consumption can be reduced at high traffic
workloads. The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 further
elaborates on the problem of the low efficiency in the bypass path mentioned in Sec-
tion 4.7. Section 5.2 summarizes the main contributions in this chapter. Section 5.3
briefly introduces the express virtual channel scheme (EVC). Then, we provide an
overview of the related bypass-based power gating approaches in Section 5.4. It is
followed by Section 5.5, which elaborates our EVC-based power gating approach.
Section 5.6 introduces the experimental setup and presents experimental results. Fi-
nally, Section 5.7 concludes this chapter.
5.1 Problem Statement
As we have introduced in Chapter 4, bypass-based power gating approaches are more
comprehensive to reduce the power consumption and the packet latency increase caused
by the power gating. However, in many bypass-based approaches, there are only a
few bypass latches to temporarily store packets on a bypass path. Before bypass-
ing powered-off routers, packets have to be blocked until there are available bypass
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latches, which significantly undermines the efficiency of the bypass paths. As a re-
sult, in most of the bypass-based approaches, the bypass paths are not very efficient to
transfer packets. For example, the bypass paths in [CP12, FTKH16, ZL18] and in our
D-bypass power gating approach [WNM+19a] (Chapter 4) cannot continuously trans-
mit packets via bypass powered-off routers. Even though the approach in [BHW+17]
can continuously transmit packets via bypass powered-off routers, it has significant
timing overhead and hardware overhead to recover the routing information that is lost
in the powered-off routers. As a consequence, all aforementioned bypass-based ap-
proaches still have significant packet latency increase caused by the power gating.
Furthermore, like most of the coarse-grained power gating approaches, these bypass-
based power gating approaches cannot fully utilize the idle time of each component in
a router to reduce the power consumption. When the traffic workload becomes high,
most of the routers become busy and cannot be powered off to reduce the power con-
sumption of a NoC. As a consequence, these bypass-based power gating approaches
are effective in reducing the power consumption only at low traffic workloads.
5.2 Contributions
In order to overcome the aforementioned drawbacks, we propose an express virtual
channel based (EVC-based) power gating approach. In our approach, multiple virtual
bypass paths are pre-defined at design time. Packets can take these virtual bypass
paths to bypass intermediate routers that can be powered-on or powered-off. When a
packet takes a virtual bypass path, the sink router of the virtual bypass path is powered-
on. There is sufficient amount of buffers in sink routers to hold packets. Thus, packets
can continuously go through a virtual bypass path. Furthermore, compared with other
bypass-based approaches [CP12, FTKH16, BHW+17, ZL18, WNM+19a] in which
the packets can only bypass powered-off routers, in our EVC-based approach, packets
can bypass powered-on routers as well. Thus, even at a high traffic workload, our
approach also can reduce the power consumption by reducing the dynamic power.
The specific novel contributions of this chapter are the following:
• We propose a specific distribution of virtual bypass paths on a NoC, which
allows more packets to take the virtual bypass paths compared to the conven-
tional EVC scheme [KPKJ07]. More importantly, we extend the router struc-
ture to guarantee that a virtual bypass path cannot be blocked by powered-off
routers. Thus, by allowing packets to go through the virtual bypass paths with-
out blocking, these packets can avoid experiencing the wake up process at the
intermediate routers. Furthermore, based on our extended router structure, a
certain transmission ability of the powered-off/being charged routers is kept to
transfer packets going through the normal paths. In this way, the packet latency
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increase caused by the power gating is further reduced. We also propose an
effective power gating scheme to control the power switching of routers. Fi-
nally, we propose an approach to freeze virtual bypass paths in order to resolve
starvation, which is a common issue in EVC-based NoCs [KPKJ07].
• By experiments, we show that our EVC-based power gating approach can ef-
fectively reduce the power gating negative impacts on the performance and
power consumption. Thanks to the efficient virtual bypass paths, our EVC-
based power gating approach can achieve lower network latency than the related
approaches [MKWA08, WNWS17, ZL18, WNM+19a], even lower than a NoC
without power gating. However, our EVC-based power gating approach causes
unbalanced resource allocation, which results in slight performance penalty
in the total execution time of real applications. Compared with a NoC with-
out power gating, our EVC-based power gating approach achieves notable re-
duction of the power consumption, which is comparable with the related ap-
proaches [MKWA08, WNWS17, ZL18, WNM+19a]. Furthermore, by allow-
ing packets to bypass powered-on routers as well, our approach consumes less
power than the related approaches [MKWA08, WNWS17, ZL18, WNM+19a]
under high traffic workloads.
5.3 Background
In order to better understand the novel contributions of this chapter, in this section,
we introduce the conventional EVC [KPKJ07] scheme that allows packets to bypass
intermediate routers along a virtual bypass path.
The express virtual channel (EVC) scheme [KPKJ07] is a classical virtual bypass
technique. As shown in Figure 5.1(a), the virtual bypass paths (red dashed lines) are
pre-defined on a NoC topology. These virtual bypass paths are implemented without
the need for extra physical wires, but based on the virtual channels in a router to share
the existing wires. The basic EVC router architecture is shown in Figure 5.1(b). Com-
pared with the conventional router in Figure 2.5, in each input port, one EVC latch is
added, and the virtual channels are partitioned into two groups, normal virtual chan-
nels (N-VCs) and express virtual channel (E-VCs). N-VCs are used to accept packets
from neighbor upstream routers. E-VCs in the sink routers of the virtual bypass paths
are used to accept packets from the source routers of the virtual bypass paths.
By allocating E-VCs to packets, the source router in a virtual bypass path can de-
termine if the packet takes the virtual bypass path. For example, in Figure 5.1, assume
that a packet has to be sent form Router00 to Router04. Based on the transmission
distance, Router00 is aware that by taking the virtual bypass path from Router00
to Router03, the packet will have lower latency. So, Router00 treats this packet as
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Figure 5.1: Express virtual channel.
an E-packet (the packet going through a virtual bypass path) and allocates one E-VC
in Router03 for this packet. When the packet reaches Router01 and Router02, this
packet is temporarily held in the EVC latch with the highest priority. Then, this packet
is directly sent without experiencing the pipeline stages in Router01 and Router02,
and reaches Router03. When this packet reaches Router03, this packet is stored at
the allocated E-VC. Router03 knows this packet should go to the normal path to its
destination Router04, and treats this packet as a N-packet (the packet going through
the normal path between routers) and allocates a N-VC in Router04 for this packet.
After experiencing the pipeline stages in Router03, this packet is sent to its destina-
tion Router04.
By taking virtual bypass paths, E-packets do not need to experience the pipeline
stages in the intermediate routers. This implies that most of the components in the
intermediate routers are unnecessary to transfer E-packets. This characteristic is at-
tractive and promising for realizing a power gating NoC to allow packets to bypass
powered-off routers. We exploit effectively this characteristic in this thesis to realize
our EVC-based power gating approach.
5.4 Related Work
Several approaches propose a bypass-based power gating NoC. In NoRD [CP12], a
virtual ring is pre-defined on a NoC, which works as a backup NoC. When a packet
is blocked by a powered-off router, it can go along this virtual ring to bypass the
powered-off router. However, limited by the low efficiency and poor scalability of
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the virtual ring, packets may be detoured for a long distance to their destinations. As
a consequence, NoRD has significant packet latency increase and is not suitable for
large NoCs. In contrast, in our approach, we pre-define multiple virtual bypass paths,
which are separately distributed on the whole NoC. Packets go along their shortest
routing path and separately take these virtual bypass paths to bypass the powered-off
routers. Thus, our EVC-based power gating approach has lower packet latency and
better scalability.
In Turn-on on Turn (TooT) [FTKH16], a bypass path is pre-defined in the hori-
zontal (X + /X−) and vertical (Y + /Y−) directions. Thus, packets can bypass
a powered-off router if the packets do not need the powered-off router to change the
transmission direction or to eject from the NoC. So, TooT does not need to frequently
power on the powered-off routers and can more efficiently reduce the static power con-
sumption. However, limited by a few bypass latches on a bypass path, packets have
to be blocked until there are available bypass latches. As a consequence, the bypass
paths are inefficient to transmit packets in order to bypass the powered-off routers and
TooT still has significant packet latency increase. In contrast, in our EVC-based power
gating approach, when a packet goes through a virtual bypass path, the sink router is
powered on. Thus, there are more buffers to be used to hold packets and packets can
continuously go through the virtual bypass path. As a consequence, bypass paths in
our approach are more efficient than TooT in terms of transmitting packets, therefore
the packet latency increase is reduced.
Similar to TooT, Fly-over [BHW+17] also allows packets to bypass powered-off
routers in the horizontal (X + /X−) and vertical (Y + /Y−) directions but Fly-
over does not need to block packets to wait for available bypass latches between the
neighbor routers. This is because Fly-over dynamically realizes the credit-based flow
control [DT04] between the source router and the sink router on a bypass path to
guarantee that there is no buffer overflow. When a source router transmits packets
to bypass the intermediate powered-off routers, the sink router must be powered-on.
Thus, there is sufficient amount of buffers available to be used to hold packets and
Fly-over can continually transmit packets. However, Fly-over has to utilize a complex
mechanism to realize the credit-based flow control between the source router and the
sink router, which causes significant timing and hardware overhead. In contrast, in our
EVC-based power gating approach, the virtual bypass paths are (static) pre-defined.
Thus, our EVC-based approach has no such extra timing overhead.
In contrast to TooT and Fly-over, the bypass path in EZ-bypass [ZL18] is dy-
namically built to allow packets to bypass the powered-off routers in any direction.
Thus, a packet can bypass a powered-off router, even when this router is required to
change the transmission direction. As a result, EZ-bypass is more flexible and can
be more efficient to reduce the power consumption. However, in EZ-bypass, when a
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packet bypasses powered-off routers, this packet has to stay in the powered-off routers
for multiple clock cycles to experience the pipeline stages of routers. As a conse-
quence, the bypass latch is occupied by one packet for a long time and the bypass
path is frequently blocked, which undermines the efficiency of the bypass path. In
contrast, in our EVC-based power gating approach, when a packet bypasses interme-
diate routers, this packet does not experience the router pipeline stages. Thus, our
EVC-based power gating approach can achieve lower packet latency than EZ-bypass.
Furthermore, compared with NoRD [CP12], TooT [FTKH16], Fly-over [BHW+17],
and EZ-bypass [ZL18] in which the packets can bypass only powered-off routers, in
our EVC-based approach, packets can bypass powered-on routers as well. Thus, even
at a high workload traffic, our approach also can reduce the power consumption by
reducing the dynamic power.
5.5 Our EVC-based Power Gating
In this section, we present our novel power gating approach which uses and extends
the conventional EVC scheme to allow packets to bypass powered-off routers. First, in
Section 5.5.1, we propose a distribution of the virtual bypass paths to allowmore pack-
ets to take the virtual bypass paths. Then, in Section 5.5.2, we extend the EVC router
structure to guarantee that the virtual bypass paths are not blocked by powered-off
routers. Thus, packets can always take a virtual bypass path to bypass the interme-
diate routers that may be powered-off. Furthermore, based on our extended router
structure, a powered-off router has certain transmission ability to transfer also packets
that take the normal paths. So, even though some packets do not take a virtual by-
pass path, they can avoid as much as possible to be blocked by powered-off routers.
In Section 5.5.3, we describe our power gating scheme used in our EVC-based power
gating approach, and in Section 5.5.4, we use an example to illustrate our power gating
scheme. Finally, in Section 5.5.5, we propose an approach to resolve the starvation
which may occur when using our EVC-based power gating approach.
5.5.1 Distribution of Virtual Bypass Paths
In the EVC scheme, packets can bypass the intermediate routers only when they take
virtual bypass paths. So, in order to allow packets to bypass the intermediate routers
that may be powered-off, we have to allow more packets to take the virtual bypass
paths. To achieve this goal, in each direction, we pre-define one virtual bypass path
between each two routers with three hops. As shown in Figure 5.2(a), in the X+ di-
rection, we set one virtual bypass path between Router00 and Router03, Router01
and Router04 and so on. The virtual bypass paths in the X−, Y+, and Y− direc-
tions have similar settings, but are not shown in Figure 5.2(a) for the sake of clarity.
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Figure 5.2: Extended EVC-based power gating approach.
Compared with the conventional distribution of the virtual bypass paths [KPKJ07]
in Figure 5.1(a), the packets in Figure 5.2(a) have higher probability to take a virtual
bypass path. For example, in a 8 × 8 2D mesh NoC, there are in total 4032 routing
paths from one source router to a destination router. Based on the distribution of the
virtual bypass paths in Figure 5.1(a), the average number of virtual bypass paths on
a routing path is 0.56, while, based on our distribution of the virtual bypass paths in
Figure 5.2(a), the average number of virtual bypass paths on a routing path is 1.13.
In our EVC-based power gating approach, routers always try to send packets to a
virtual bypass path. Only when there is no virtual bypass path available, the packets
are sent along the normal path between routers.
5.5.2 Extended Router Structure
We have extended the basic EVC router in Figure 5.1(b) to enable and support our
novel power gating scheme. As shown in Figure 5.2(b), one power control (ctrlr) unit
is added in the router. Handshaking control signals WU (wakeup) and PG (power
gating) are added between routers. Compared with the conventional power gating,
introduced in Section 2.3, extra handshaking control signals, WUEV C and PGEV C
are added between the source router and the sink router for a virtual bypass path. In
each input port, one direct link is added (e.g., the red arrow in Input port 0, shown in
Figure 5.2(b)). These direct links are used to build the bypasses in the direction from
X+ to X−, X− to X+, Y+ to Y−, and Y+ to Y−. To avoid N-packets to be
blocked by the powered-off routers, in our EVC based power gating approach,
the EVC latch is also used to hold N-packets when the router is powered-off or
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being charged. When a router is powered off and the EVC latch in an input port is
used to hold a N-packet, a bypass path is setup by using the direct link in the input
port and the crossbar for E-packets. For example, when a router is powered-off and
the EVC latch in theX+ input port holds a N-packet, a bypass path fromX+ toX−
is built by using the direct link in the X+ input port and the crossbar in this router
for E-packets. Then, if an E-packet is coming, it directly goes through this router
by taking this directly built bypass in the router. In this way, we guarantee that the
virtual bypass path always works for E-packets even when the EVC-latch is occupied
by a N-packet. Furthermore, the powered-off router has certain transmission ability
to transfer N-packets through the normal paths. In this way, the N-packets have less
probability to be blocked by powered-off routers.
To transfer N-packets though a powered-off router, the routing computation unit,
the EVC latches, the virtual channel allocator unit, the switch allocator unit, and the
crossbar are always powered on to execute the router pipeline stages. The power
control (ctrlr) unit only cuts off the power supply of VCs. In this way, even at the
powered-off state, the router still keeps a certain ability to transfer packets. Thus,
the packets going through the normal paths have less probability to be blocked by
the powered-off routers. Furthermore, as these units consume much less power than
VCs [WNWS17, ZOG+15], our EVC-based power gating approach still can efficiently
reduce the static power consumption by powering off the idle VCs.
5.5.3 Power Gating Scheme
In this section, we introduce the conditions which drive our ctrlr unit in Figure 5.2(b)
to control the power supply of a router.
Powering off a router
When there are no packets left in EVC latches, N-VCs, E-VCs, or the crossbar in a
router, and theWU andWUEV C signals from all its upstream routers are de-asserted,
the router goes into the idle state, the PGEV C and PG signals are asserted to all up-
stream routers, but at this moment, the power supply is not cut off yet. After wait-
ing Tidle_detect clock cycles, the ctrlr unit asserts the sleep signal (Figure 5.2(b)) and
cuts off the power supply. If there is any WU or WUEV C signal asserted during
Tidle_detect, the ctrlr unit immediately de-asserts the PGEV C and PG signals. By de-
laying Tidle_detect clock cycles to cut off the power supply, we can avoid non-beneficial
power gating caused by short idle time of routers, which causes frequent power gating
and additional power consumption.
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Powering on a router
The process of powering on a router in our EVC-based power gating approach is an ex-
tension of thewakeup process shown in Figure 2.9 explained in Section 2.3. If a source
router determines that a packet should take the virtual bypass path to the sink router,
this source router asserts the correspondingWUEV C to power on the sink router. If a
router determines that a packet should take the normal path to the downstream router,
this router asserts WU to power on the downstream router. Once the powered-off
router receives the WUEV C signal or the WU signal, the powered-off router starts
to charge and goes into the wakeup state. After Twakeup − MARGINEV C clock
cycles, the router de-asserts PGEV C and the source router can send packets to this
router using the virtual bypass path. After Twakeup −MARGIN clock cycles, the
router de-asserts PG and the upstream router can send packets to this router using the
normal path. By setting properlyMARGINEV C andMARGIN , a router can send
packets before the powered-off router is fully charged, but it is guaranteed that when a
packet reaches the powered-off router, this router is just fully charged. In this way, we
can hide part of the wakeup delay and optimize the power gating process. It should
be noted that MARGINEV C is larger than MARGIN . This is because by taking
virtual bypass paths, E-packets have more time on the transmission via multiple hops
than N-packets taking the normal path to transfer over a single hop. This implies that
the wakeup delay has less negative impact on the virtual bypass paths. Thus, it is more
beneficial for packets to take the virtual bypass paths to avoid the negative impact of
the power gating.
5.5.4 Example of Our Power Gating Approach
In this section, we use the example shown in Figure 5.3 to clearly illustrate our EVC-
based power gating approach.
In Figure 5.3(a), at time T = 0, Router0 and Router1 are powered-on and
Router2 and Router3 are powered-off. Router0 is going to send an E-packet (the
red blocks in Figure 5.3) toRouter3 by using the virtual bypass path, soRouter0 as-
serts theWUEV C signal to wakeupRouter3. Router1 is going to send one packet to
Router3, but there is no virtual bypass path available, so Router1 treats this packet
as a N-packet (the blue blocks in Figure 5.3) and sends it by using the normal path to
Router2 first. So, Router1 has to asserts theWU signal to wakeup Router2.
At time T = 1,Router2 andRouter3 receive theWU andWUEV C and begin to
power on, respectively. At time T = 0, 1, 2, 3, Router1 executes the router pipeline
stages for its N-packet. The head flit of the N-packet leaves Router1 at time T = 3.
At time T = 4, this head flit is going through the link, as shown in Figure 5.3(b). At
time T = 2, Router2 and Router3 de-asserts the PGEV C signals, but the E-packet
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Figure 5.3: An example of our power gating approach.
is still blocked for one clock cycle at Router0. So, at time T = 4 (Figure 5.3(b)), the
E-packet has not been sent yet.
In Figure 5.3(c), at time T = 5, the head flit of the N-packet reaches Router2
and Router2 holds this head flit at its EVC latch. At the same time, in Router2, one
bypass path is setup by using the direct link and the crossbar. The head flit of the
E-packet leaves Router0 and is traversing the link.
In Figure 5.3(d), at time T = 6, as Router2 has to execute the router pipeline
stages for the N-packet. The head flit of the N-packets has to occupy the EVC latch
for multiple clock cycles. For the E-packet, the head flit reaches Router1 and is held
at the EVC latch. The tail flit of the E-packet also leaves Router0.
In Figure 5.3(e), at time T = 7, the head flit of the E-packet leaves Router1 and
the tail flit of the E-packet is held at the EVC latch of Router1.
In Figure 5.3(f), at time T = 8, the head flit of the E-packet directly goes through
the directly built bypass path in Router2, and is traversing the link from Router2 to
Router3. The tail flit of the E-packet is traversing the link fromRouter1 toRouter2.
In Figure 5.3(g), at time T = 9, the head flit of the N-packet leaves Router2 and
the bypass path in Router2 is demolished. For the E-packet, the head flit reaches
its destination Router3. Router3 is just fully charged and stores this flit into the
allocated E-VC. The tail flit of the E-packet is held at the EVC latch in Router2.
In Figure 5.3(h), at time T = 10, the head flit of the N-packet is stored inRouter3
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and the tail flit of this N-packet is stored in Router2. As Router2 and Router3 are
already full charged. These flits are stored in the corresponding N-VCs.
This example clearly shows that, by temporarily holding the packets in the EVC
latches, the powered-off/ being charged routers can keep certain transmission ability
to transfer N-packets. Thus, the N-packet can avoid as much as possible to be blocked
by the powered-off/being charged routers. Furthermore, this process does not block
the virtual bypass paths at all.
5.5.5 Resolving Starvation
Starvation is a common issue in EVC-based NoCs [KPKJ07]. When an E-packet
goes through an intermediate router along one virtual bypass path, the E-packet has
the highest priority and the intermediate router has to send it first. If the source router
continuously transfers E-packets through the virtual bypass path, the N-packets in
the intermediate router cannot get a chance to be sent and starvation occurs. In or-
der to resolve the starvation, we use the approach provided in [KPKJ07] to detect
the starvation and then we use our novel approach to temporarily freeze the related
virtual bypass paths. For example, considering Figure 5.2(a), if Router01 contin-
uously sends E-packets to Router04 or Router02 continuously sends E-packets to
Router05, Router03 cannot send packets to its downstream Router04. Once such
starvation occurs, Router03 needs to freeze these two virtual bypass paths. To sim-
plify the control between routers, we use two different ways to freeze these two vir-
tual bypass paths: 1) To freeze the virtual bypass path from Router01 to Router04,
Router03 informs the sink Router04 to assert PGEV C in the direction X−. In
this way, Router01 cannot send E-packets to Router04; 2) At the same time, to
freeze the virtual bypass path from Router02 to Router05, Router03 informs the
sourceRouter02 to stop allocating E-VCs in theX+ direction to packets. In this way,
Router02 cannot send E-packets to Router05 and the virtual bypass path is freezed.
Thus, as all the virtual bypass paths through Router03 are freezed, no E-packets
prevent Router03 to send its packets, thereby resolving the starvation. When the
packets, initially affected by the starvation, leave Router03, then Router03 informs
Router04 to de-assert the PGEV C signal as well as Router03 allows Router02 to
allocate E-VCs to packets. In this way, the frozen virtual bypass paths are activated
and can be used again.
5.6 Experimental Results
In order to evaluate our EVC-based power gating approach in terms of performance
and power consumption, we have implemented our approach using the full-system
simulator called Agate [CZPP16]. Agate is based on the widely used full-system
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Table 5.1: Parameters used in experiments.
Network topology 8× 8 mesh
Router 4-stage pipeline
Virtual channel (1 N-VC, 1 E-VC)/VN, 3 VNs,
Input buffer size 1-flit/ ctrl VC, 5-flit / data VC
Routing algorithm X-Y DoR
Link bandwidth/delay 128 bits/cycle, 1 clock cycle
Wakeup delay 8 clock cycles
Break even time 10 clock cycles
Tidle_detect 8 clock cycles
MARGINEV C /MARGIN 6/4 clock cycles
Private I/D L1$ 32 KB
Shared L2 per bank 256 KB
Cache block size 16 Bytes
Coherence protocol Two-level MESI
Memory controllers 4, located one at each corner
simulator GEM5 [BBB+11] and Agate supports the simulation of the key items in
NoC power gating techniques. The NoC model and power model used in Agate are
based on Garnet [AKPJ09] and Dsent [SCK+12], respectively. The key parameters
used in our experiments are shown in Table 5.1. We choose a four-stage pipeline
router. There are three virtual networks (VNs): two data VNs and one control VN. In
each input port, there is one N-VC and one E-VC for each VN. The value of the wakeup
delay and break even time (BET) are set according to the related works [CZPP15]
and [CP12]. Based on the NoC configuration, we set Tidle_detect, MARGINEV C ,
andMARGIN such that we keep the correctness of the NoC.
For comparison purpose, we have implemented the following power gating ap-
proaches: (1) NO_PG: the baseline NoC without power gating; (2) Conv_PG: con-
ventional power-gating NoC, which is deeply optimized by sending WU (Look ahead
[MKWA08]) and de-asserting PG signals [CZPP16] in advance, thus 6 clock cycles
of the wakeup delay are hidden in our experiments; (3) DB_PG [WNWS17]: the NoC
with our DB-based power gating approach introduced in Chapter 3. In each input port
of a router, a one-flit size duty buffer is added to implement the Duty Buffer approach.
(4) EZ-bypass [ZL18]: the power gating NoC with the EZ-bypass scheme to reduce
the negative impact of the power gating process. Compared with other bypass-based
related approaches [CP12, FTKH16, BHW+17], EZ-bypass is more flexible to allow
packets to bypass the powered-off routers. (5) D_bypass: the NoC with our D-bypass
power gating approach introduced in Chapter 4. (6) EVC_PG: the NoCwith our EVC-
based power gating approach.
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Figure 5.4: Latency across different injection rates.
5.6.1 Evaluation on Synthetic Workloads
In order to explore the behaviour of our EVC_PG, in this section, we evaluate the
performance and power consumption of our EVC_PG approach under synthetic traf-
fic patterns. We select three synthetic traffic patterns: 1) Uniform random: packets’
destinations are randomly selected; 2) Bit-complement: packets from source router
(x, y) are sent to destination router (N-x, N-y), N is the number of routers in the X
and Y dimensions of a NoC; 3) Transpose: packets from source router (x, y) are sent
to destination router (y, x).
Effect on NoC Network Latency
Figure 5.4 shows the average packet latency under different injection rates. Compared
with NO_PG, Conv_PG, DB_PG, EZ-bypass, and D_bypass, our EVC_PG has the
lowest average packet latency. These results indicate that our EVC_PG can effectively
reduce the negative impact of the wakeup delay and can be used to achieve low latency
communication. On the other hand, our EVC_PG has lower saturation points than
NO_PG, Conv_PG, EZ-bypass, and D_bypass for the Uniform random and Transpose
patterns, but has higher saturation point for the Bit-complement pattern. The lower
saturation points indicate that our EVC_PG causes some throughput loss. This is
because, in order to support the EVC scheme, the VCs in our EVC_PG are partitioned
into E-VCs and N-VCs, which may undermine the flexibility and effectiveness of VCs.
Since, Conv_PG, EZ-bypass, and D_bypass are based on NO_PG, they have the same
saturation points as NO_PG.However, the impact caused by the partition of E-VCs and
N-VCs highly depends on the traffic pattern. Thus, for Bit-complement, our EVC_PG
achieves higher saturation point.
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Figure 5.5: Power consumption across different injection rates.
Effect on NoC Power Consumption
Figure 5.5 shows the power consumption normalized to NO_PG under different injec-
tion rates. When the injection rate is around 0.001 packets/node/cycle, our EVC_PG
has slightly higher power consumption than Conv_PG, EZ-bypass, and D_bypass, but
much lower than NO_PG. This is because, in order to avoid packets to be blocked by
powered-off routers, we always keep some components powered on in the powered-off
routers, which causes extra power consumption but this power consumption is rather
low. When the injection rate increases, more and more routers become busy and can-
not be powered off. The power reduction in Conv_PG, DB_PG, EZ_PG, D_bypass,
and EVC_PG becomes lower and lower, but DB_PG has much higher power reduction
than the other approaches. This is because DB_PG can separately power off VCs in
each input port of routers whereas Conv_PG, EZ-bypass, D_bypass, and EVC_PG can
power off a router only when all of the input ports of the router are idle. Thus, DB_PG
fully utilizes the idle time of each input port to reduce the power consumption.
When the injection rate is higher than 0.02 packets/node/cycle in Figure 5.5(a),
0.02 packets/node/cycle in Figure 5.5(b), and 0.03 packets/node/cycle in Figure 5.5(c),
Conv_PG and EZ-bypass become ineffective in reducing the power consumption,
while DB_PG, D_bypass, EVC_PG still can effectively reduce the power consump-
tion. The power reduction in our EVC_PG is due to the fact that packets can also
bypass powered-on routers, which saves some dynamic power.
When the injection rate further increases, the dynamic power takes higher and
higher portion of the total power consumption. Our EVC_PG reduces more the dy-
namic power consumption, which causes the curves for our EVC_PG in Figure 5.5(a),
Figure 5.5(b), and Figure 5.5(c) to decline. As a result, when the injection rates are
higher than 0.04 packets/node/cycle in Figure 5.5(a), 0.03 packets/node/cycle in Fig-
ure 5.5(b), and 0.04 packets/node/cycle in Figure 5.5(c), our EVC_PG consumes less
power thanD_bypass. When the injection rates are higher than 0.07 packets/node/cycle
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Figure 5.6: Execution time.
in Figure 5.5(a) and 0.05 packets/node/cycle in Figure 5.5(b), our EVC_PG has lower
power consumption thanDB_PG.However, in Figure 5.5(c), DB_PGhas always lower
power consumption than our EVC_PG. This is because DB_PG and EVC_PG reach
their saturation points at low packet injection rates as shown in Figure 5.4(c). So,
the dynamic power consumption takes small portion of the total power consumption.
As a consequence, the efficient reduction of the dynamic power consumption in our
EVC_PG does not play a significant role in reducing the total power consumption in
this case, whereas DB_PG more efficiently reduces the static power consumption by
separately powering off input ports of routers, leading to better reduction of the total
power consumption in this case.
5.6.2 Evaluation on Real Application Workloads
In this section, we use real application workloads to compare the approaches in terms
of the application performance, the average network latency, and the NoC power con-
sumption. To do so, we use nine applications from the Parsec [BKSL08] benchmark
suite.
Effect on Application Performance
Figure 5.6 shows the total execution time of the nine applications, which is normal-
ized to the baseline NO_PG, and the tenth set of bars in Figure 5.6 gives the aver-
age results over these nine applications. Our EVC_PG approach causes less perfor-
mance penalty (execution time increase) than the related approaches. Compared with
the baseline NO_PG, our EVC_PG causes, on average, 2.67% performance penalty,
which is less than the 28.67% performance penalty in Conv_PG, 7.24% in DB_PG,
and 5.69% in EZ-bypass, and comparable with the 2.55% performance penalty in
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Figure 5.7: Average network latency.
D_bypass. For benchmarks blackscholes and x264, our EVC_PG has slightly lower
execution time than NO_PG. In the vips benchmark, our EVC_PG has its highest per-
formance penalty of 6.17%, which is still lower compared to Conv_PG, DB_PG, and
EZ-bypass, but higher than D_bypass. For the ferret benchmark, Conv_PG, DB_PG,
EZ-bypass and D_bypass have their highest performance penalty of 47.39%, 21.21%,
19.51%, and 6.03%, respectively.
Effect on Average Network Latency
Figure 5.7 shows the average network latency across the nine applications. Compared
with NO_PG across the applications, the average network latency in our EVC_PG
approach is slightly lower, whereas Conv_PG, DB_PG, EZ-bypass, and D_bypass
have higher average network latency compared to NO_PG. As DB_PG uses a fined-
grain power gating scheme, packets in DB_PG suffer more wake up processes. As
a consequence, DB_PG has much higher average network latency than our EVC_PG
and EZ-bypass. EZ-bypass allows packets to bypass powered-off routers, but packets
have to stay at powered-off routers for a long time experiencing the router pipeline
stages. In contrast, in our EVC_PG, the packets can bypass the intermediate routers
without the need to experience the router pipeline stages. Thus, our EVC_PG has
lower average network latency than EZ_PG. While, compared with D_bypass, which
needs extra time to reserve the bypass latch in the powered-off routers, our EVC_PG
is more efficient to transfer packet to bypass the powered-off routers.
Even though our EVC_PG has a slightly lower average network latency compared
to NO_PG (see Figure 5.7), our EVC_PG still causes a slightly higher execution time
in most of the applications compared to NO_PG (see Figure 5.6). This is because
EVC_PG causes unbalance NoC resource allocation when E-packets take the virtual
bypass paths to bypass intermediate routers and have a higher priority compared to
N-packets.
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Figure 5.8: Power consumption.
Effect on NoC Power Consumption
Figure 5.8 shows the breakdown of the NoC power consumption across the nine ap-
plications and the tenth set of bars shows the average over these nine applications.
The NoC power is broken down into three parts: the power consumption caused by
power gating (PG_overhead) and the static/dynamic power consumption of routers
(static/dynamic).
As shown in Figure 5.8, our EVC_PG approach consumes slightly higher total
power than the related approaches Conv_PG, DB_PG, EZ_PG, and D_bypass. This
is because our EVC_PG needs more components in a router to be always powered
on, which causes slightly more static power consumption compared to Conv_PG,
DB_PG, EZ_PG, and D_bypass. As the traffic workloads in real applications are low,
the dynamic power consumption is low. As a result, the dynamic power reduction in
our EVC_PG does not play a significant role in reducing the total power consump-
tion. Compared with NO_PG, our EVC_PG reduces on average 68.29% of the total
power consumption, which is comparable with the 72.94%, 73.56%, 75.30%, and
77.77% reduction of the total power consumption in Conv_PG, DB_PG, EZ-bypass,
and D_bypass, respectively.
5.7 Discussion
In this chapter, we propose an EVC-based power gating approach. In our approach,
packets can take pre-defined virtual bypass paths to bypass intermediate routers that
may be powered-on or powered-off. Furthermore, even though some packets do not
take a virtual bypass path, our approach tries to ensure that these packets avoid as
much as possible blocking in the powered-off routers. As a result, our approach re-
duces more efficiently the packet latency increase caused by power gating. Further-
more, by allowing packets to bypass powered-on routers to reduce dynamic power
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consumption, our approach can achieve lower power consumption under high traffic
workloads.
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Energy-Efficient
Confined-interference
Communication
Peng Wang, Sobhan Niknam, Sheng Ma, Zhiying Wang, Todor Stefanov,
"Surf-Bless: A Confined-interference Routing for Energy-Efficient Communication in NoCs",
in Proceeding of the 56th Annual Design Automation Conference (DAC), Las Vegas, United States, 2019,
Winner of 2019 HiPEAC Paper Award
In this chapter, we present our Surfing on a Bufferless NoC (Surf-Bless) routing ap-proach, which corresponds to Contribution 4 introduced in Section 1.4 to solve
the research Problem 2 formulated in Section 1.3.2. The remainder of this chapter
is organized as follows. Section 6.1 further introduces the high power consumption
problem caused by supporting confined-interference communication on conventional
NoCs. Section 6.2 summarizes the main contributions in this chapter. To better under-
stand our Surf-Bless routing approach, Section 6.3 gives some background informa-
tion about the Surf-routing [WGO+13] and the BLESS-routing [MM09], that have
inspired our Surf-Bless routing approach. Section 6.4 provides an overview of the
related work. It is followed by Section 6.5, which elaborates our novel Surf-Bless
routing approach. Section 6.6 introduces the experimental setup and presents experi-
mental results. Finally, Section 6.7 concludes this chapter.
6.1 Problem Statement
A Network-on-Chip (NoC) with low latency, high bandwidth, and good scalabil-
ity is a promising communication infrastructure for large size many-core systems.
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Figure 6.1: Confined-interference communication on a NoC.
However, as the NoC resources are shared by different packets, there may be signif-
icant interference between packets, which influences the packet transmission time.
If the packets come from different applications, the temporal behaviour of an ap-
plication depends on the behavior of other applications, thereby making a many-
core system non-composable. In a composable system, applications are completely
isolated and cannot affect each others functional or temporal behaviors [HGBH09].
One way to remove the applications dependency caused by the interference between
packets, a necessary step to make the system composable, is to group the packets of
different applications into different domains and keep non-interference between do-
mains [WGO+13, P+16]. Thus, the packets in one domain have no influence on the
transmission time of the packets in other domains. Such packet transmission scheme
we call confined-interference communication.
The interference between packets is caused by the contention on the shared re-
sources of a NoC, such as virtual channels (VCs), crossbars, input/output ports, and
links. In order to support confined-interference communication, these shared re-
sources should be separated in space or in time. A straightforward way to implement
confined-interference communication is to assign different VCs to store packets of
different domains (isolation in space) and to split the utilization time of input/output
ports, crossbars and links into multiple time slots, then assign different time slots to
different domains at design-time (isolation in time). For example, as shown in Fig-
ure 6.1, the NoC is used to transfer packets of two domains (D0 and D1). The VCs
(V C0, V C1, V C2, and V C3) are assigned to different domains. V C0 and V C1 are as-
signed toD0. V C2 and V C3 are assigned toD1. Packets ofD0 andD1 can be stored
only in their own VCs. At even clock cycles, only packets of D0 can go through
the crossbars, output ports, and links (distinguished by the red color in Figure 6.1(a)
and 6.1(b)). At odd clock cycles, only packets ofD1 can go through the crossbars, out-
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put ports, and links. In this way, there is no interference betweenD0 andD1 because
packets of different domains are completely isolated in space and time. However, to
separate the packets in space, each domain requires at least one VC. This leads to a
large number of buffers when there are a lot of domains and causes high static and
dynamic power consumption [CZPP15, WNWS17]. For example, the NoC with two
16-flit VCs per input port in the Intel 80-tile chip [HVS+07] and the NoC with four
1-flit VCs and two 3-flit VCs per input port in the SCORPIO chip [DCS+14] consume
up to 28% and 19% of the total system power, respectively, see Table 1.1. In fact, such
high power consumption of a NoC has become the major bottleneck that prevents ap-
plying NoCs on many-core systems [EBA+11]. Therefore, it is critical to implement
confined-interference communication with low power/energy consumption.
A bufferless NoC is a low power consumption communication fabric. By elimi-
nating VCs (buffers) in routers, bufferless NoCs [MM09, FCM11, LSMJ16] can sig-
nificantly reduce the power consumption of a NoC. However, as there are no VCs in
routers to store packets, packets have to keep moving on the bufferless NoC. There-
fore, when contention occurs between packets on the same output port, some of the
packets must be deflected to other output ports, which makes the interference be-
tween packets severe. As a consequence, the conventional bufferless NoCs do not
support confined-interference communication. Furthermore, as VCs are eliminated,
the bufferless NoCs cannot easily accommodate the transfer of multiple class packets
in a cache coherence protocol, because they cannot isolate/confine the interference
between difference class packets.
6.2 Contributions
Considering the discussion above, in this chapter, we address the problem of how
to achieve confined-interference communication on a bufferless NoC. In order to take
advantage of the low power consumption of a bufferless NoC and to achieve confined-
interference communication, we propose a novel routing approach called Surfing on a
Bufferless NoC (Surf-Bless). The specific novel contributions of this chapter are the
following:
• We propose a specific assignment and scheduling of domains onto input/output
ports, crossbars, and links. This specific assignment and scheduling can be
visualized as multiple “waves" (see Figure 6.3) that move in space and time
over the NoC in a specially designed repetitive pattern. Different domains are
assigned to different waves and the packets of a domain “surf" on their own
waves, thereby achieving packet routing with no interference between packets
belonging to different domains. Our specific repetitive movement of the waves
guarantees that packets surfing on any wave do not need to stop and wait at any
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router along their path to the destination. Thus, VCs are not needed in routers,
thereby enabling the utilization of bufferless NoCs to transmit packets.
• We propose an extension for the architecture of a conventional bufferless NoC
router that implements in hardware our specific assignment and scheduling in-
troduced in the aforementioned contribution. By adding three simple hardware
schedulers in each router, our Surf-Bless routing approach is implemented in
a distributed way, which makes our approach scalable and applicable for large
size NoCs.
• By experiments, we show that our Surf-Bless routing approach is effective
in supporting confined-interference communication and consumes much less
energy than Surf-routing [WGO+13]. Furthermore, our Surf-Bless approach
overcomes the drawback of the conventional bufferless NoC [MM09] which
cannot support the transfer of multiple class packets for a cache coherence pro-
tocol.
6.3 Background
In order to better understand the novel contributions of this chapter, in this section, we
give some background information about the Surf-routing [WGO+13] which realizes
confined-interference communication and requires VCs (buffers) in routers, as well as
we briefly describe the BLESS-routing [MM09] which is a typical bufferless routing
approach with no support for confined-interference communication.
6.3.1 Surf-routing
As introduced in the begin of this chapter, packets in VCs assigned to a domain can be
transferred only in the corresponding time slots in order to achieve isolation in time.
As a consequence, packets have to be blocked extra clock cycles at each router to wait
for their own time slots, which results in high packet latency. In order to avoid this
extra blocking time, Surf-routing [WGO+13] assigns and schedules the domains on
two kinds of “waves": the north-west waveWNW and the south-east waveWSE . The
wave pattern is shown in Figure 6.2. These waves move in space and in time over
the network. The red links (bolded arrows) on the waves indicate that these links are
assigned to domainD0 and only packets in domainD0 can go through these red links.
The packets of domain D0 “surf" on the waves to the next routers. When packets
arrive at the next routers, the waves also arrive at the same routers. Thus, packets
can be continuously transferred and do not need to spend too much extra time on
waiting for their time slots. Therefore, the packet latency in a domain can be reduced.
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Figure 6.2: The wave pattern in Surf-routing.
However, VCs in routers are still necessary for the Surf-routing to separately store
packets because when contention occurs between packets in the same domain, some
packets must be stored in VCs assigned to the same domain. As a consequence, each
domain in Surf-routing needs at least one VC.
6.3.2 BLESS-routing
By eliminating theVCs (buffers) in a router, BLESS-routing [MM09] can significantly
reduce the power consumption. As there are no VCs to temporarily store packets,
packets in BLESS-routing have to keep moving in the links (or in the router pipeline).
When multiple packets contend for the same output port in a router, some of the pack-
ets have to be deflected to other output ports, which requires that each packet should
always find a free output port to go. This packet deflection is guaranteed because the
number of the input ports in a router is equal to the number of the output ports. The
packet deflection may cause a livelock problem, i.e., packets keep moving in the net-
work but never reach their destination. In order to avoid such livelock problem, the
old-first arbitration policy [DT04] is used to prioritize packets when they contend for
the same output port. When a packet becomes the oldest, it cannot be deflected to
other output ports any more. Thus, the livelock is avoided.
6.4 Related Work
AsVCs (buffers) consume a large portion of theNoC power, several bufferless NoCs [MM09,
FCM11, LSMJ16] have been proposed to reduce the power consumption. Based
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on packet deflection, BLESS [MM09] eliminates the need for VCs in routers and
proves that the bufferless NoC is effective when the links utilization is low. CHIP-
PER [FCM11] proposes a permutation network deflection routingwhich simplifies the
router structure and reduces the bandwidth overhead caused by the old-first arbitration
policy [DT04]. Without deflecting packets but dropping packets, Runahead [LSMJ16]
further simplifies the router structure and it can be used to achieve low latency com-
munication. By eliminating the VCs, [MM09, FCM11, LSMJ16] can significantly
reduce the NoC power consumption. However, as there are no VCs to temporarily
store packets, [MM09, FCM11, LSMJ16] cannot support confined-interference com-
munication, thus cannot be used in composable many-core systems. In contrast, our
Surf-Bless routing is an approach to achieve confined-interference communication on
a bufferless NoC. Thanks to our Surf-Bless routing approach, it becomes possible for
a bufferless NoC to be used in composable systems to achieve energy-efficient com-
munication. Thus, compared with [MM09, FCM11, LSMJ16], our Surf-Bless routing
extends the applicability of the bufferless NoCs.
As introduced in Section 6.3.1, by scheduling packets in different domains onto
different waves, the Surf-routing [WGO+13] can reduce the packet latency caused
by waiting for the corresponding time slots. As an extension of Surf-routing, the
router pipeline in PhaseNoC [P+16] is time-multiplexed by all domains. PhaseNoC
reduces the part of the hardware overhead caused by separating the NoC resources
for different domains. However, each domain in Surf-routing and PhaseNoC needs
at least one VC, which may lead to a large number of buffers and cause high power
consumption in case of multiple domains. In contrast, based on a bufferless NoC, our
Surf-Bless routing approach achieves confined-interference communication without
the need of VCs. Thus, our Surf-Bless routing approach is much more power efficient
than the approaches in [WGO+13] and [P+16].
By reserving time slots along a routing path, [GDR05, HSG09, SMG14] real-
ize contention-free routing and guarantee that there is no interference between pack-
ets. So, the NoC provides composable and predictable services. As data flows are
time-multiplexed to use the NoC resources, the router structures in [GDR05, HSG09,
SMG14] are simple and do not need too much buffers, so the power consumption is
low. However, to achieve the contention-free routing, [GDR05, HSG09, SMG14]
need to globally schedule all data flows on the NoC at design time. As a consequence,
the contention-free routing in [GDR05, HSG09, SMG14] is only applicable to static
data (packets) traffic, where traffic information, such as traffic patterns, the data vol-
ume of each data flow, etc., are known at design time. So, for dynamic traffic patterns,
i.e., traffic unknown at design time, [GDR05, HSG09, SMG14] are not applicable. In
contrast, our Surf-Bless routing approach schedules domains on the NoC and does
not need to schedule each packet. Thus, the scheduling in our Surf-routing approach
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is simpler than [GDR05, HSG09, SMG14]. Furthermore, our Surf-Bless routing ap-
proach does not need the aforementioned traffic information at design time to sched-
ule domains onto a NoC. Thus, our Surf-Bless routing is applicable to dynamic traffic
patterns as well, providing composability services to a system but cannot provide
complete predictability for dynamic traffic.
6.5 Surf-Bless Routing Approach
The key idea of our novel Surf-Bless routing approach is to assign and schedule do-
mains onto waves that move in space and time over the NoC in a specially designed
repetitive pattern. Packets of a domain can go only through the input ports, crossbars,
output ports, and links on the waves assigned to the same domain. Thus, as there is
no interference between waves, it is guaranteed that there is no interference between
different domains. Furthermore, based on the special wave pattern in our Surf-Bless
routing approach, it is guaranteed that in a router, the number of input ports assigned to
one domain at the current clock cycle, is equal to the number of output ports assigned
to the same domain at the next clock cycle. This makes it possible to always deflect
packets if needed in order to keep packets moving in the network instead of storing
them temporarily in VCs. Thus, we achieve confined-interference communication on
a bufferless NoC, i.e., a NoC without VCs.
6.5.1 Wave Pattern in Surf-Bless
In order to keep packets of a domain traveling to their destinations without the need
to stop and wait at routers, we assign and schedule domains onto NoC resources in a
special repetitive pattern, which can be visualized as the “waves" shown in Figure 6.3.
For the sake of clarity, in Figure 6.3, we show only two waves which are distinguished
by the blue color and the red color. These waves move in space and time over the net-
work and the pattern repeats after 6 time slots T. In the following explanation, we take
the red wave as an example to describe our special wave pattern. The wave consists
of three sub-waves, the south-east sub-wave (WSE), the north sub-wave (WN ), and
the west sub-wave (WW ). These sub-waves of a wave must respect the following two
rules: Rule-1: whenWSE reaches the routers on the south-border of the network or
the routers on the east-border of the network, WN at the router on the south-border
and WW at the router on the east-border are triggered. For example, at time slot
T = 0,WSE reaches router 30 on the south-border and router 03 on the east-border.
At the same time, WN at router 30 and WW at router 03 are triggered to move over
the network. Rule-2: whenWN reaches a router on the north-border orWW reaches
a router on the west-border, WSE must arrive at the corresponding routers as well.
For example, at time slot T = 4, WN and WW reach the north-border at router 01
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Figure 6.3: Wave pattern in Surf-Bless routing.
and the west-border at router 10, respectively. At the same time, WSE reaches the
same router 01 and 10. Constrained by these two rules, a wave moves over the net-
work repetitively, like a reverberating wave. As there is no overlapping between any
two waves, it can be guaranteed that there is no interference between domains that are
assigned to different waves.
In contrast to the wave pattern in the Surf-routing shown in Figure 6.2, the wave
pattern in our Surf-Bless routing guarantees that a router has a certain number of
input ports receiving packets from the links belonging to a given wave at time slot
(clock cycle) T . At the next time slot T + 1, this router has the same number of
output ports sending packets to the links belong to the same wave. Thus, thanks to
our special wave pattern, it is possible to deflect packets when contention occurs on
the same output port. Therefore, the packets can keep moving in the network and we
can achieve confined-interference communication on a bufferless NoC.
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Figure 6.4: Router architecture in Surf-Bless.
6.5.2 Router Architecture
In order to assign and schedule domains on the waves, shown in Figure 6.3, to support
confined-interference communication, we extend a conventional bufferless router, as
shown in Figure 6.4. Our extensions are indicated by the red color. The router consists
of five input ports, five output ports, one output allocator and one crossbar.
In the input ports at the directions of north (N), south (S), west (W), and east
(E), VCs are eliminated but one register per input port is used to construct the router
pipeline. For the injection input port, there aremultiple VCs. These VCs are necessary
for a bufferless NoC to temporarily store packets coming from the network interface.
These VCs can be put in the router [MM09] or put in the network interface [FCM11].
We put these VCs in the router to simplify the control of the packet injection. In
contrast to [MM09] and [FCM11] with only one VC in each injection input port, we
utilize multiple VCs and each VC is assigned to one domain. In this way, the packets
in a domain cannot be blocked by packets in other domains, i.e., the Head-of-Line
blocking [DT04] between packets in different domains is avoided.
The output allocator is used to implement our novel wave pattern introduced in
Section 6.5.1. Based on our routing algorithm described in Section 6.5.3, it allo-
cates the output ports for each incoming packet. In order to implement our wave
pattern, three schedulers, i.e., the south-east scheduler, the north scheduler, and the
west scheduler, are realized in the output allocator as shown in Figure 6.4(b). Each
scheduler corresponds to one sub-wave and is responsible for a pair of input ports and
output ports. The south-east scheduler corresponds to sub-waveWSE and is respon-
sible for the pair {input = {N,W, Injection}, output = {S,E,Ejection}}. This
implies that packets can be injected or ejected only on theWSE sub-wave. The north
scheduler and the west scheduler correspond toWN andWW and are responsible for
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{input = {S}, output = {N}} and {input = {E}, output = {W}}, respectively.
These schedulers have similar hardware structure. Taking the south-east scheduler
as an example, shown in Figure 6.4(b), it consists of a counter and a decoder. The
counter cyclically counts from 0 to Smax− 1 indicating the wave index of the current
wave at the router. Smax is the maximal number of waves, which is determined by
the NoC size, the pipeline stages of a router, and the link delay. It can be calculated
by Smax = 2 × P × (N − 1), where P is the hop delay in clock cycles (the delay
of a packet to go through one router and one link), and N is the number of routers
in one dimension on a N ×N NoC. (The maximal number of waves is also equal to
the repeat period of a wave. For example, in Figure 6.3, the repeat period of the red
wave is 6 time slots (the hop delay P = 1) in this example, so the maximal number
of waves in this example is 6.) By setting specific initial values for the counters in the
router, we can realize the wave pattern shown in Figure 6.3. The initial value for each
counter in a router (x, y) (x and y are the router positions in each dimension on the
NoC) is computed by the following equations:
InitialSE = (Smax − P × (x+ y)) mod Smax (6.1)
InitialW = (Smax + P × (x− y)) mod Smax (6.2)
InitialN = (Smax − P × (x− y)) mod Smax (6.3)
The decoder is a table and is used to assign different waves to different domains.
Based on these schedulers in each router, we implement our special assignment and
scheduling in a distributed way without the need of global control.
6.5.3 Surf-Bless routing algorithm
The Routing Algorithm unit in the output allocator in Figure 6.4(b) is used to allocate
output ports for incoming packets. In our Surf-Bless approach, a packet in an input
port assigned to a domain can go only through the output ports that are assigned to
the same domain. To respect this rule, we propose the following Surf-Bless routing
algorithm, which consists of two steps:
Step-1: select the highest priority packet from input ports; For simplicity, our
Surf-Bless routing uses the old-first arbitration policy [DT04]. Packets carry “age"
information, i.e., the longer the packet moves in the network the older it becomes. The
oldest packet has the highest priority. The packets in the injection input ports have the
lowest priority.
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Step-2: choose an output port in the same domain; First, our Surf-Bless routing
algorithm uses X-Y routing to determine the output port for the packet selected in Step-
1. If the input port and the determined output port are in the same domain checked
by comparing the outputs of the schedulers as well as the output port is not granted
to another packet, the output port is granted to the selected packet. If this check fails,
our Surf-Bless routing tries the Y-X routing. If the same check fails again, one of
the free output ports assigned to the same domains is randomly granted to the packet,
thereby deflecting the packet. For a packet in the injection input port, if there is one
free output port that is assigned to the same domain with the injection input port, the
packet in the corresponding VC can be transferred, otherwise the packet is blocked in
the corresponding VC.
As there are no VCs (buffers) for the N, S, W, and E input ports in our routers,
the routers need to deflect packets, which may cause livelock and deadlock problems.
In Step-1, our Surf-Bless algorithm uses the old-first arbitration policy [DT04] which
guarantees that our Surf-Bless routing approach is deadlock and livelock free. Depen-
dent packets may cause the protocol deadlock in a bufferless NoC. For example, the
protocol packets described in [HGR07] consist of a request packet and a reply packet,
where the reply packet must be injected to the network before a new request packet
arrives, otherwise the new request packet cannot be ejected to the network interface.
However, in a bufferless NoC, a new request packet in the NoC has higher priority
than the reply packets staying at the network interface, so a new request packet blocks
the reply packets to be injected into the NoC. As a consequence, cyclic dependency
occurs between the request packet and the reply packet, which may result in dead-
lock. In our Surf-Bless routing approach, such dependent packets can be separately
assigned to different domains. As there is no interference between packets in differ-
ent domains, the cyclic dependency between packets is removed and the deadlock is
avoided.
6.6 Experimental Results
In order to evaluate our approach in terms of the performance and the energy consump-
tion, we have implemented our Surf-Bless routing in the full-system simulator GEM5
[BBB+11]. The NoC model and power model are based on Garnet2.0 [AKPJ09]
and Dsent [SCK+12], respectively. The key parameters used in our experiments are
shown in Table 6.1. Considering the previous works [MM09] and [FCM11], the router
pipeline delay in the bufferless NoC is set to 2 clock cycles. For a conventional virtual
channel router, we choose a 4-stage pipeline router.
For comparison purpose, we have implemented the following approaches: (1)
WH [DT04]: the baseline wormhole NoC, which does not support confined-interface
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Table 6.1: Parameters.
Network topology 8× 8 mesh
Router 2-stage and 4-stage pipelines
Virtual channel 1 ctrl VC and 2 data VCs
Input buffer size 1-flit/ ctrl VC, 5-flit / data VC
Flit size 128 bits
Routing algorithm X-Y DOR, Surf and Surf-Bless
Link bandwidth 128 bits/cycle
Private I/D L1$ 32 KB
Shared L2 per bank 256 KB
Cache block size 16 Bytes
Coherence protocol Two-level MESI
Memory controllers 4, located one at each corner
communication; (2) SURF [WGO+13]: a confined-interference NoC with the Surf
routing briefly introduced in Section 6.3.1; (3) BLESS [MM09]: the bufferless base-
lineNoC briefly introduced in Section 6.3.2, which does not support confined-interference
communication; (4) SB: our Surf-Bless approach supporting confined-interference
communication on a bufferless NoC.
6.6.1 Evaluation on Synthetic Workloads
In this section, we evaluate our approach in terms of energy consumption, average
packet latency, and the ability of supporting confined-interference communication.
Based on our NoC configuration in Table 6.1 and the Smax equation introduced in
Section 6.5.2, there are Smax = 2×3×(8−1) = 42waves. The domains are equally
and evenly assigned to these waves. The uniform random traffic pattern described
in [DT04] is used to inject 1-flit packets into the NoCs in our experiments.
Confined-interference Communication
In order to test the ability of confining the interference between packets from different
domains in our SB, we use two domains D0 and D1. Domain D0 is assigned to the
even waves and domain D1 is assigned to the odd waves. Domain D0 is regarded as
interference traffic. By observing the latency and throughput of domain D1, we can
check if there is any interference between packets in the different domainsD0 andD1.
Figure 6.5(a) and Figure 6.5(b) show the average packet latency and the maximal
throughput provided by our SB and BLESS for domain D1 considering different in-
jection rates of the traffic generated by domain D0, respectively. By increasing the
injection rate of domain D0, the average packet latency and the throughput provided
by our SB for domain D1 stays constant, which indicates that SB is effective and
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Figure 6.5: Non-interference between domains.
guarantees no interference between domains. In contrast, as BLESS does not support
confined-interference communication, the average packet latency and throughput pro-
vided by BLESS for domain D1 are significantly impacted by the traffic of domain
D0.
Energy Consumption under Different Number of Domains
In this section, we evaluate the energy consumption considering different number of
domains, from one domain (1_D) up to nine domains (9_D). In SURF, each input port
(N, S, W, E, and Injection) in a router has multiple 4-flit VCs where VC corresponds
to one domain. In contrast, in our SB, as shown in Figure 6.4, only the Injection
input port has multiple 4-flit VCs where corresponds to one domain. The domains are
equally and evenly assigned to the waves. The packets are equally assigned/injected to
each domain. In our experiment, we evaluate the energy consumption of the NoCs in a
time period of 1 million clock cycles (the frequency is 1GHz) under packet injection
rate of 0.05 packets/node/cycle.
Figure 6.6 shows the energy consumption across 1_D, 2_D, · · · , 9_D. The NoC
energy consumption is broken down into the dynamic and the static router energy con-
sumption and the total link energy consumption. Compared to SURF with different
domains, the NoC energy consumption in our SB is significantly reduced. This en-
ergy reduction increases when the number of domains increases. This is because, by
eliminating the VCs for the N, S, W, and E input ports in a router, the router in our SB
has much lower static energy consumption and simpler architecture than the router in
SURF. Furthermore, with the number of domains increasing, in our SB, only injection
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Figure 6.6: Energy consumption across different number of domains.
input ports need to increase the number of VCs to separately store packets for different
domains. In SURF, all of the input ports need to increase the VCs to separately store
packets for different domains, which causes significant increase of the static energy
consumption. On the other hand, compared with BLESS, as our SB needs multiple
VCs in the injection input ports, SB causes higher static energy consumption than
BLESS.
It should be noted that the dynamic power consumption does not increase lin-
early with the number of domains for SB. This is because under different number
of domains, the average packet latency is different, which will be introduced in Sec-
tion 6.6.1. As the packet cannot stop in our SB, the higher average packet latency
means that packets need to be transferred through more routers, which results in high
dynamic power consumption.
Average Packet Latency under Different Number of Domains
Figure 6.7(a) and Figure 6.7(b) show the average packet latency of SB and SRUF
under 1_D, 2_D,· · · , 9_D, respectively. In Figure 6.7(a), the curves for 2_D, 3_D,
and 6_D are overlapped and have the lowest average packet latency. 4_D, 5_D, 7_D,
8_D, and 9_D have higher average packet latency. This is because, in our SB, packets
of a domain can be transferred to the output ports only in the time slots allocated to
the this domain. Sometimes, some packets of a domain have to be deflected because
some output ports are not in the time slots allocated to the same domain. Therefore,
compared with BLESS (1_D), our SB causes more packet deflections in 4_D, 5_D,
7_D, 8_D, and 9_D. However, such high number of packet deflections caused by the
time slot allocation does not happen in 2_D, 3_D, and 6_D. This is because, based on
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Figure 6.7: Latency across different number of domains.
the waves for 2_D, 3_D, and 6_D, the time slots of all of the output ports in a router are
always allocated to the same domain. Thus, the time slot allocation in our SB does not
cause extra packet deflections in 2_D, 3_D, and 6_D. Another reason resulting in the
packet latency increase is that, in our SB, the packet injection/ejection happens only
on the south-east sub-waveWSE . This means that when a packet in a domain reaches
its destination router on the north sub-waveWN or the west sub-waveWW , andWSE
assigned to the same domain has not reached this router yet, this packet cannot be
ejected and has to be deflected to a downstream router, in spite of the fact that this
packet has already reached its destination router. This negative impact is significant
for 4_D, 5_D, 7_D, 8_D, and 9_D, but this negative impact does not happen for 2_D,
3_D, and 6_D because all of the output ports in a router are always in the time slots
allocated to the same domain.
Comparing Figure 6.7(a) with Figure 6.7(b), when the number of domains is 5,7,8,
and 9, SB has higher average packet latency than SURF. This is because the packet
injection/ejection happens only on the WSE sub-waves in SB. Only when the sub-
waveWSE for a domains reaches the destination router, a packet can have a chance to
be ejected. Otherwise, the packet has to be deflected. When the number of domains
increases, each domain has fewer waves assigned to it. Packets in a domain have less
chance to be ejected, but more chance to be deflected. As a consequence, the packet
latency sharply increases in SB. In contrast, routers in SURF have VCs to temporarily
store packets and do not need to deflect packets. Therefore, even though the packet
latency still increases with the increase of the number of domains, the increase of the
packet latency in SURF is much less than in our SB.
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Figure 6.8: Application execution time.
6.6.2 Transfer of Multiple Class Packets
In a cache coherence protocol, there are multiple class packets, that should be sepa-
rately stored in different VCs and transferred in different virtual networks [DT04]. It
is necessary to guarantee that there is no protocol deadlock. However, as there are no
VCs, the conventional bufferless NoCs does not support the transfer of multiple class
packets. In contrast, by supporting confined-interference communication, our SB can
easily support the transfer of different class packets for a cache coherence protocol.
To do so, we apply our SB on transferring different class packets for the MESI
protocol [PP84], which needs two data virtual networks to transfer 5-flit packets and
one control virtual network to transfer 1-flit packets. To separate the packets of the
three different virtual networks, we set three domains and the packets of each virtual
network are assigned/injected to one domain. There are 42 waves in our experiment.
To continuously transfer 5-flit packets, the packets of one data virtual network are as-
signed to the waves {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34}, and packets of
the other data virtual network are assigned to the waves {7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 22, 23, 24, 25
26, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41}. In order to guarantee that the 5-flit packets in these two data
virtual networks are transferred continuously, the head-flit of a 5-flit packet can be
transferred only on the waves {0, 15, 30} and {7, 22, 37}, respectively, and the rest of
flits follow the head-flit. The 1-flit packets of the control virtual network are assigned
to the rest of the waves, i.e., {5, 6, 12, 13, 14, 20, 21, 27, 28, 29, 35, 36}. As BLESS
does not support the transfer of multiple class packets with various number of flits,
BLESS is not considered in this experiment.
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Figure 6.9: NoC packet latency.
Application Execution Time
Figure 6.8 shows the execution time of nine applications from the Parsec [BKSL08]
benchmark suite, where the execution time is normalized to WH as the baseline (each
input port has two data VCs and one control VC to build three virtual networks). Com-
pared with WH, our SB causes an average of 3.23% performance penalty, which is
less than the 4.13% performance penalty in SURF. In benchmarks dedup and fluidan-
imate, our SB achieves less than 1% performance penalty. In the vips benchmark,
our SB has its largest performance penalty of 12.27%, whereas, for SURF, the largest
performance penalty of 10.99% occurs for the ferret benchmark.
An interesting observation is that SURF achieves 2.14% performance improve-
ment for the swaption benchmark. This improvement can be attributed to the acceler-
ation of some packets’ transmission. As shown in Figure 6.9, SURF has lower average
packet latency than WH. Even though SB also has lower average packet latency than
WH, our SB does not achieve such performance improvement. This is because the
packet latency in SB is not significantly reduced as in SURF. Furthermore, most of
the reduction of the packet latency in our SB and SURF comes from the control pack-
ets, which has a limited impact on the overall application performance. Only when
the reduction of the packet latency is significant enough, SURF and SB can gain per-
formance improvement.
NoC Packet Latency
Figure 6.9 shows the average packet latency for the nine applications. The average
packet latency is broken down into the blocking time in the network interface (queue
latency) and the transmission time in the NoC (network latency). Compared withWH,
the average packet latency in SURF and our SB is significantly reduced in the bench-
marks dedup, swaption, and x264, whereas, in benchmarks blackscholes, ferret, and
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Figure 6.10: NoC energy consumption.
vips, the average packet latency increases. Most of the latency decrease comes from
the queue latency reduction for the packets, whereas the latency increase is caused by
the increase of the network latency. This is because based on the wave assignment in
SURF and our SB, the network resources are reserved by different virtual networks to
achieve confined-interference communication. However, since a domain can use the
resources only in the time slots allocated to it, these resource reservation mechanisms
cannot efficiently utilize the resource and undermine the efficiency of the networks,
which causes the network latency increase.
By analyzing the result reports of GEM5, we found that most of the latency de-
crease comes from the queue latency reduction of the control (1-flit) packets, which
is not essential to improve the overall application performance. As a consequence,
even though the average packet latency in SURF and SB is reduced for some applica-
tions (see Figure 6.9), SURF and SB still cause performance penalty in the application
execution time as shown in Figure 6.8.
NoC Energy Consumption
Figure 6.10 shows the NoC energy consumption for the nine applications. It is broken
down into three parts, the static and dynamic energy consumption of routers and the
total energy consumption of links. As can be seen in Figure 6.10, our SB consumes
much less energy than the related approaches. Compared with WH, our SB reduces
the total NoC energy consumption with 53.6% on average and compared with SURF,
our SB reduces the total NoC energy consumption with 55.53% on average. This high
energy reduction is achieved by eliminating the VCs for the N, S, W, and E input ports
in a route for our SB to reduce the static energy consumption. In contrast, SURF
has higher energy consumption than WH and our SB. This is because, with similar
hardware structure of routers, WH and SURF have similar power consumption, but
SURF needs more time to execute the applications. The link energy consumption is
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negligible because we use the low workload mode in the Parsec benchmark suite.
6.7 Discussion
In this chapter, we propose the Surf-Bless routing approach and extend the router
architecture to implement Surf-Bless in a distributed way. Based on our Surf-Bless
approach, a conventional bufferless NoC is extended to support confined-interference
communication. Furthermore, by taking advantage of the low power consumption
of a bufferless NoC, our Surf-Bless routing approach achieves confined-interference
communication with low energy consumption. The utilization of the wave pattern
introduced in Section 6.5 is only suitable for a NoC with N ×N 2D mesh topology.
It is possible to extend our Surf-Bless to aM ×N 2D mesh topology, butM and N
must be the relation of integer multiple. It is also possible to extend our Surf-Bless
to other mesh-based topologies, such as the 3D mesh topology and the concentrated
mesh topology. However, it is not easy to extend our Surf-Bless to the tours topology,
because the wire delay on a tours topology is not the same, which makes it difficult to
construct the wave pattern. However, considering that NoCs with such topology are
widely used in real chips, as shown in Table 1.1, our Surf-Bless routing approach is
very promising and widely applicable.
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Summary and Conclusion
With low network latency, high bandwidth, good scalability, and reusability, a Network-
on-Chip is a promising communication fabric for the future many-core systems. How-
ever, NoCs consume too much power in real chips, which constraints the utilization of
NoCs in future large-scale many-core systems. Meanwhile, with more advanced semi-
conductor technologies, applied in chip manufacturing, the static power consumption
takes a larger proportion of the total power consumption. Thus, in this thesis, we
have focused our attention on reducing the static power consumption of NoCs in two
directions: applying efficient power gating on NoCs to reduce the static power con-
sumption and realizing a confined-interference communication on a simplified NoC
infrastructure to achieve energy-efficient packet transmission.
By powering off the idle components/routers in a NoC, power gating is an effec-
tive way to reduce the power consumption of a NoC. However, when the power gating
is applied on a NoC, the powered-off components/routers block the packet transmis-
sion and cause significant packet latency increase. This is because the powered-off
components/routers need some clock cycles to be fully charged (i.e., to be powered-
on). During the time period of charging powered-off routers, some packets cannot
be transferred and have to be blocked until the powered-off routers are fully charged.
As a consequence, applying power gating on a NoC causes significant packet latency
increase. Furthermore, the power gating process (i.e., switching off/on the power of
components/routers) itself consumes extra power. This implies that frequent power
gating or power gating in a short time may cause more power consumption or in-
efficient power consumption reduction. Thus, to reduce the packet latency increase
caused by power gating and achieve significant reduction of the power consumption
in NoCs, we have proposed three novel power gating approaches: duty buffer based
(DB-based) power gating, dynamic bypass (D-bypass) power gating, and express vir-
tual channel based (EVC-based) power gating. These power gating approaches are
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effective in reducing the power consumption of NoCs, but with different properties,
they have different advantages. We summarize the properties of the DB-based power
gating approach (DB_PG), the D-bypass power gating (D-bypass), and the EVC-based
power gating approach (EVC_PG) in Figure 7.1. In Figure 7.1, the axes PL_l, PL_m,
and PL_h represent the packet latency (PL) in a NoC under low traffic workloads
(l), medium traffic workloads (m), and high traffic workloads (h), respectively. The
axes PC_l, PC_m, and PC_h represent the power consumption (PC) of a NoC under
low traffic workloads (l), medium traffic workloads (h), and high traffic workloads
(h), respectively. For example, the PL_m axis crosses the block edges of DB_PG, D-
bypass, and EVC_PG at three points, respectively. These points represent the packet
latency (normalized to the same baseline) of DB_PG, D-bypass, and EVC_PG under
medium traffic workloads. Thus, according to Figure 7.1, under medium traffic work-
loads, DB_PG has the highest packet latency among our three approaches, whereas
EVC_PG has the lowest packet latency. Based on the different properties of our power
gating approaches, shown in Figure 7.1, we draw the following conclusions:
PL_l
PL_m
PL_h
PC_l
PC_m
PC_h
0.2
0.4
0.6 0.8
DB_PG
D-bypass
EVC_PG
Figure 7.1: Packet latency (PL) and power consumption (PC) at low traffic workloads
(l), medium traffic workloads (m), and high traffic workloads (h).
• Our DB-based power gating approach is effective in reducing the power
consumption of a NoC in a wide range of traffic workloads, but at medium
traffic workloads, it has the highest packet latency among our three power
gating approaches. This is because, our DB-based power gating is a fine-
grained power gating approach, in which each input port of a router can be
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separately powered-off. In this way, our DB-based power gating approach can
fully utilize the idle time of each input port in a router to reduce the static power
consumption. Thus, at different traffic workloads, our DB-based power gating
approach achieves significant reduction of the power consumption in a NoC.
Furthermore, taking advantage of our novel duty buffer (BD) structure to re-
place the powered-off input port to transfer packets, our DB-based power gating
approach achieves lower packet latency then D-bypass at low traffic workloads
in as shown Figure 7.1. However, being a fine-grained power gating approach,
our DB-based power gating approach needs to separately switch the power of
each input port in a router. At medium traffic workloads, packets experience
many power gating processes. As a consequence, our DB-based power gating
approach has the highest packet latency among our three approaches at medium
traffic workloads.
• At low traffic workloads, our D-bypass power gating is the most power-
efficient approach among our three approaches, and it is effective in reduc-
ing the power consumption of a NoC only at low traffic workloads. How-
ever, at low traffic workloads, our D-bypass power gating has the high-
est packet latency among our approaches. This is because, in our D-bypass
power gating approach, we add one special hardware bypass structure in each
router. When a router is powered-off, only this special hardware bypass struc-
ture is kept powered-on. Compared with the DB-based power gating approach
and the EVC-based power gating approach, our D-bypass power gating ap-
proach can power off more components in a router to reduce the static power
consumption. Thus, at low traffic workloads, in which most of the routers are
idle and can be powered-off, our D-bypass power gating approach consumes the
least power among our three approaches. Furthermore, the special hardware by-
pass structure in each router makes it possible for packets to bypass powered-
off routers. In this way, our D-bypass power gating approach can efficiently
reduce the extra power consumption caused by power gating. However, being
a course-grained power gating approach, our D-bypass power gating approach
cannot fully utilize the idle time of each component in a router. When the traf-
fic workload increases, most of the routers in a NoC become busy and cannot
be powered off to reduce the static power consumption. As a consequence, our
D-bypass power gating approach is effective only at low traffic workloads. In
terms of the packet latency, as packets can bypass powered-off routers in our
D-bypass power gating approach, the packet latency increase caused by power
gating is reduced. However, limited by the low transmission capacity of the
special hardware bypass structure in powered-off routers, our D-bypass power
gating approach still causes significant increase of the packet latency. As a con-
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sequence, our D-bypass power gating approach has the highest packet latency
among our three approaches at low traffic workloads.
• Our EVC-based power gating approach achieves the lowest packet latency
among our three approaches at different traffic workloads. Furthermore,
it is also the most effective approach in reducing the power consumption at
high traffic workloads. This is because, in the EVC-based power gating ap-
proach, we pre-define multiple virtual bypass paths between different routers.
Packets can take these virtual bypass paths to bypass intermediate routers that
can be powered-on or powered-off. Furthermore, compared with the D-bypass
power gating approach, the pre-defined virtual bypass paths in our EVC-based
power gating approach are much more efficient to allow packets to bypass the
powered-on/powered-off routers. Therefore, our EVC-based power gating ap-
proach achieves the lowest packet latency among our three power gating ap-
proaches. In addition, packets can bypass not only powered-off routers but also
they can bypass powered-on routers as well. Thus, even at high traffic work-
loads, our EVC-based power gating approach still can reduce the power con-
sumption by allowing packets to bypass the powered-on routers.
A confined-interference communication in a NoC-based System-on-Chip is a use-
ful quality-of-service. In confined-interference communication, the packets of differ-
ent applications are grouped into different domains and packet interference can oc-
cur only in the same domain, whereas there is no packet interference between do-
mains. By supporting a confined-interference communication, NoCs can support
composability to facilitate the temporal verification of (hard) real-time applications.
However, realizing a confined-interference communication on a conventional (virtual
channel/buffer based) NoC requires a large number of virtual channels, which causes
high power consumption. Therefore, there is an urgent need for realizing a confined-
interference communication on a more power-efficient NoC architecture. Bufferless
NoCs have simplified NoC architectures. By eliminating virtual channels/buffers in
routers, bufferless NoCs consumemuch less power than conventional NoCs. However,
as there are no buffers in bufferless NoCs to temporarily store packets, packets have to
keep moving, which makes it more difficult to control the interference between pack-
ets. As a consequence, current bufferless NoCs do not support a confined-interference
communication.
To overcome this issue, we have proposed a novel routing approach, called Surfing
on a Bufferless NoC (Surf-Bless). Based on our Surf-Bless routing approach, it be-
comes possible for bufferless NoC to support a confined-interference communi-
cation. Furthermore, our Surf-Bless routing approach ismuchmore power/energy-
efficient than related approaches. This is because, our Surf-Bless approach is based
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on a specific assignment and scheduling of the resources in a bufferless NoC. This spe-
cific assignment and scheduling can be visualized as multiple “waves" which move
in space and time over the NoC in a specially designed repetitive pattern. The spe-
cially designed repetitive pattern for the waves guarantees that packets “surfing” on a
wave can keep moving, which is essential to correctly use a bufferless NoC to transfer
packets. This is because, in a bufferless NoC, there are no buffers and packets have
to keep moving. Furthermore, the specially designed repetitive pattern also guaran-
tees that there is no interference between different waves. Thus, by assigning different
domains on different waves, there is no interference between domains and a confined-
interference communication is achieved. In this way, we realize confined-interference
communication on a bufferless NoC infrastructure. Furthermore, as the routers in our
Surf-Bless approach do not have virtual channels/buffers, our Surf-Bless routing con-
sumes much less power/energy than related approaches.
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Samenvatting
In multi/many-core System-on-Chips (SoCs) schaalt prestatie vrijwel lineair met het
aantal rekenkernen. Om hogere prestaties te bereiken moeten meer rekenkernen in
many-core SoCs worden geïntegreerd, waardoor communicatie tussen de kernen een
bottleneck wordt voor verdere prestatieverhoging. Een Network-on-Chip (NoC), met
lage netwerk vertraging, hoge bandbreedte, goede schaalbaarheid en herbruikbaar-
heid, lijkt een veelbelovend communicatiemedium te zijn voor de vele SoCs. Echter,
NoCs consumeren in de praktijk te veel stroom, waardoor de toepasbaarheid vanNoCs
in toekomstige grootschalige many-core SoCs gelimiteerd wordt. Omdat steeds ge-
avanceerdere halfgeleidertechnologieën worden gebruikt in chipfabricage, neemt het
statisch stroomgebruik van een NoC het merendeel in van het totale stroomgebruik.
Derhalve hebben wij ons in deze thesis gericht op het reduceren van het statische
stroomgebruik van NoCs op twee manieren: door op efficiënte wijze stroomregula-
tie toe te passen om statisch stroomgebruik te minderen en door communicatie met
beperkte interferentie toe te passen op een gesimplificeerde NoC structuur om ener-
giezuinige pakketverzending te bewerkstelligen.
Door onbenutte componenten/routers in een NoC uit te zetten is stroomregula-
tie een efficiënte methode om het stroomgebruik van een NoC te reduceren. Ech-
ter, wanneer stroomregulatie op een NoC wordt toegepast, blokkeren de uitgescha-
kelde componenten/routers de pakketverzending en zorgen daarmee voor significante
toename in pakketvertraging. Verder kost stroomregulatie (het in- en uitschakelen
van componenten/routers) zelf ook extra stroom, waardoor stroomgebruik kan toe-
nemen, of de reductie ervan inefficiënt is. Om het toenemen van pakketvertraging
door stroomregulatie te reduceren en een significante vermindering in het stroomge-
bruik van NoCs te bereiken, stellen wij drie nieuwe stroomregulatie aanpakken voor:
taken buffer gebaseerde (TB-gebaseerde) stroomregulatie, dynamische omzeiling (D-
omzeiling) stroomregulatie en direct virtueel kanaal gebaseerde (DVK-gebaseerde)
stroomregulatie. Deze stroomregulatie aanpakken zijn effectief in het verminderen
van de stroomconsumptie van NoCs. Verder hebben de aanpakken verschillende ei-
genschappen, ieder met hun eigen voordelen. Door zeer precisie stroomregulatie kan
onze TB-gebaseerde aanpak volledig gebruik maken van de tijd dat iedere invoerpoort
in een router onbenut is om de statische stroomconsumptie te reduceren. Hierdoor is
onze TB-gebaseerde aanpak effectief in het reduceren van stroomgebruik van eenNoC
in een breder scala aan werkdrukte. De D-omzeiling en de DVK-gebaseerde aanpak-
ken zorgen ervoor dat pakketten uitgeschakelde routers kunnen omzeilen. Hierdoor
zijn deze aanpakken effectiever in het limiteren van pakketvertraging veroorzaakt door
stroomregulatie en hebben daardoor minder prestatiekosten. Daarnaast staat de DVK-
gebaseerde aanpak toe dat pakketten ook ingeschakelde routers kunnen omzeilen om
tevens dynamische stroomconsumptie te verminderen. Hierdoor gebruikt de DVK-
gebaseerde aanpak minder stroom bij zware werkdruk dan de D-omzeiling aanpak.
Communicatie met beperkte interferentie op en NoC-gebaseerde SoC is een nut-
tige quality-of-service. Bij communicatie met beperkte interferentie worden de pak-
ketten van verschillende applicaties gegroepeerd in verschillende domeinen, waarbij
gevolgtrekking uitsluitend binnen hetzelfde domein kan plaatsvinden, niet tussen do-
meinen. Door communicatie met beperkte interferentie te ondersteunen hebben NoCs
samenstelbaarheid, waardoor temporele verificatie van (harde) real-time applicaties
wordt gefaciliteerd. Echter, het gebruik van communicatie met beperkte interferen-
tie vraagt op een conventionele NoC een groot aantal virtuele kanalen, wat een hoog
stroomgebruik met zich meebrengt. Hierdoor is er een prangende vraag naar commu-
nicatie met beperkte interferentie op een energiezuinige NoC architectuur. Bufferloze
NoCs hebben een gesimplificeerde NoC architectuur. Door virtuele kanalen/buffers
in de routers te elimineren, hebben bufferloze NoCs een veel lager stroomgebruik dan
conventionele NoCs. Er zitten echter geen buffers in bufferloze NoCs om tijdelijk
pakketten op te slaan, waardoor deze moeten blijven bewegen, wat de gevolgtrekking
tussen pakketten moeilijker maakt. Als gevolg hiervan ondersteunen huidige buffer-
loze NoCs geen communicatie met beperkte interferentie. Om dit probleem op te los-
sen hebben wij een nieuwe routebepaling voorgesteld, genaamd surfen op bufferloze
NoC (Surf-Bless). Op basis van onze Surf-Bless routebepaling wordt het mogelijk
voor bufferloze NoCs om communicatie met beperkte interferentie te ondersteunen.
Bovendien is onze Surf-Bless routebepaling, gebruikmakende van de lage stroomcon-
sumptie van de bufferloze NoC, veel kracht/energie-efficiënter dan de conventionele
NoC.
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